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Executive Summary
This is the first evaluation of Try This West Virginia (Try This) and spans the inaugural three years,
2013-2016. This report summarizes the major findings, potential areas of growth, and key
recommendations. This West Virginia is a collaboration of organizations working together to
combat the health challenges facing West Virginians. Since 2013, Try This has sought to improve
health environments in local communities. Try This strategies include supporting physical activity
and increasing access to fresh food, facilitating the development and maintenance of social
networks and
empowering local
leaders, and sharing
knowledge through easy
to access “how-to”
resources. The main
activities to meet these
goals included hosting an
annual conference,
developing and
maintaining a website
with resources to support
community initiatives,
and offering financial and
technical support through community mini-grants. The evaluation report includes data collected
externally by the independent evaluators and a review of internal process evaluation documents
collected by Try This staff.
Major Findings:
1. Try This met their stated goals for 2013-2016. Based on an online survey with 346
respondents:
a. 82% agreed/strongly agreed that Try This this increased their belief that it is
possible for West Virginia to get off the worst health lists increased.
b. 93% agreed/strongly agreed that Try This connects like-minded West Virginians
with each other.
c. Half of mini-grant community recipients said they helped or advised another
community.
d. 89% agreed/strongly agreed that Try This provided practical “how-to” resources
that people need.
e. More than half agreed/strongly agreed that because of Try This they were better
equipped to help their community (66.7%), more capable to help (52.2%), gained
skills to work on healthy projects (58.7%), and felt more confident in their ability
to get things done (51.8%).
2. Two years of Try This mini-grant funding (2014-2016, 95 total mini-grants), resulted in 44
improvements to physical activity spaces and 27 improvements to access to healthy
foods. Although not the specific focus of Try This during the evaluation period, mini-grant
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final reports also reflected changes in systems and policies. Leveraged resources in the
same time frame resulted in over $2 million in direct financial contributions and in-kind
resources across communities as well as an $11 return on investment for each dollar
awarded for the mini-grants.
3. There were multiple indirect impacts, or ripples, that survey respondents attributed to
participation in Try This including feeling inspired, increased hope, increased connections
to and among communities, and changes in personal health.
Key Recommendations:
The evaluation process revealed potential areas of growth and possible improvements to central
activities. Many of these recommendations are under consideration or are currently being
implemented by Try This.
1. Try This should actively pursue ways to engage advanced communities and leaders (those
who have participated with Try This for multiple years) and explore ways to enhance and
expand their skills, capacity, leadership, and experience.
2. There are numerous opportunities to explore the impact of Try This on economic
development, policy/systems/environment changes, and social capital in greater depth.
Careful consideration of how these can be measured should be incorporated into a
strategic planning process.
3. The impact of participation in Try This on individual level health decisions should be
explored in greater depth.
Try This has the potential to significantly impact the built and social support environment of West
Virginians in a way that aligns with Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines for
environmental strategies to reduce obesity and chronic disease. This report highlights areas in
which Try This creates and sustains collaboration in and among communities, and facilitates the
sharing of ideas and resources. The collective local knowledge and skills cataloged and
strategically disseminated by Try This makes it a unique toolkit for West Virginians who want
healthy options for low cost, easy to implement changes in their community. As Try This grows
and expands it will be important to consider its scope relative to resources and manpower to
achieve its goals.
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Introduction
Try This: its history and mission
Try This was created for a specific purpose in 2013. Kate Long, Try This Co-Founder describes this
purpose: “We all realized that, if we are ever to get West Virginia off the worst health lists, it has
to be powered from the local level,” said Kate Long, Try This Co-Founder. For many years, West
Virginia public health professionals and advocates have worked to reduce the health disparities
and the impact of chronic disease among residents. Despite these efforts, West Virginians
continued to have some of the highest rates of chronic disease and its associated costs in the
country. Recently, Kate Long completed a 73 part series called The Shape We’re In, highlighting
ways West Virginians have been meeting this challenge in their own communities, and creating
healthy positive changes. A coalition of statewide groups decided they would pool resources to
provide information, resources, support and financial help local people needed to create their
own healthy-community projects, and to share those ideas with each other. “We saw that the
state needs a network of local healthy-community activists who can trade ideas and inspire each
other to build healthier communities,” Kate said.
And so, Try This became a vehicle to make it happen.
Early collaborators included:
WV Council of Churches
KEYS 4 Healthy Kids
WV Bureau for Public Health
WV Office of Child Nutrition
Our Children, Our Future WV
WVU Extension Service
Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation

WV Community Development Hub
WV Healthy Kids and Families Coalition
American Friends Service Committee
National Association of Social Workers - WV
Chapter
Step-by-Step WV
WV Association of Counties

The partners met in late 2013 and they decided to house Try This at the West Virginia Health Kids
and Families Coalition, who would provide administrative structure for the organization.
Meanwhile, Stephen Smith, of WV Healthy Kids and Families Coalition just finished a tour of West
Virginia focused on childhood poverty. Across 40 plus communities, Stephen heard from
residents that they wanted to help their kids be healthier, but they did not know what to do
about it. Kate just completed her series and communities shared lots of ideas about how to
create healthier communities. Kim Tieman of the Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation
(who would become one of the original funders) suggested that Kate and Stephen talk about
their mutual interests and Try This was underway.
Try This defines itself as a movement and its leadership is made up of core partners (many who
have been a part of Try This since that first meeting) who provide resources either in expertise or
funding. Many of these partners serve as statewide steering committee members who offer
guidance and support for the overall Try This mission. See the full story of how the Try This
movement started in Appendix A and organizational model in Appendix B.
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The stated long-term goal of Try This is “to help knock West Virginia off the top of the worst
health lists, community by community.” Try This organizers stress the word “help,” in recognition
that many people and organizations are working toward the same goal. While public and private
organizations, and individuals have been working toward this goal for years, it is understood that
meeting this goal will take long-term concentrated and coordinated efforts. Each entity with a
stake in improving the health of West Virginians may hold a piece to the puzzle that will
eventually improve the state’s ranking on the on the nation’s health lists, some focused on
prevention, and others on treatment and care. “Getting the state off the worst health lists is a
huge task that will take at least a decade, and no one organization – or sector – can accomplish it
alone,” Kate said. “Our contribution is to help build a WV grassroots network.”
From 2013 – 2016, Try This had one full-time employee and a part-time employee. “We were all
amazed at how fast it took off,” Kate said. “West Virginians in general want to do something to
make a healthier place for their kids to grow up in, but they’re often not sure what they can do or how to do it. Try This answers those questions, so they jumped on it. It’s grown so fast, we’ve
had to scramble to keep up with it.”
As part of their 2014 Vision statement, the Try This statewide steering committee articulated
three goals to achieve in the first three years.
1. Connect individual West Virginians who want to do healthy-community projects with
successful West Virginia examples of that project, so they can trade ideas and crosspollinate.
2. Locate natural leaders and give them empowering experiences.
3. Make it easy for West Virginians to access a high-quality, comprehensive “how-to”
Web sites that offers hundreds of CDC-approved healthy-community projects and links
to Web resources that show them how to do those projects.
A summary of milestones related to the three year goals are outlined in Appendix C.
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Evaluation Framework
Program Evaluations, such as this one, are conducted for three primary reasons.
1. To help organizations measure how well they are meeting their goals.
2. To discover and document what things are going well and what things can be improved
from a programmatic process and logistics point of view.
3. To collect evidence on effectiveness.
Community-level health programs are traditionally difficult to assess given they often employ a
variety of implementation approaches and methods to evaluate impact. How do you compare
apples (a farmer's market) to oranges (a biking club)? How do you adequately measure impact
across communities? Given these challenges, the evaluation team utilized a socio-ecological
framework that not only accounts for what communities DID, but if and how they were
transformed by the process. The social-ecological framework “integrates person-focused efforts
to modify persons’ health behavior with environmental-focused interventions to enhance their
physical and social environment…by offering a theoretical framework for understanding the
interplay among groups.”1 Detailed information about the social-ecological framework as it
relates to this evaluation are in Appendix D. Briefly, the social-ecological framework has four
interrelated layers that “emphasize the dynamic interplay between situational and personal
factors” that influence health.1 The multidirectional layers include personal attributes
(individual); relationships with family, friends, and co-workers (interpersonal) whose beliefs and
behaviors as a group may influence health; the shared beliefs of health as a value, the available
resources and capacity, and the overall community culture that may collectively influence health
(community); and finally, the cultural level that encompasses the policies, systems, and
environment both within and across communities and regions that affect the choices available to
communities, groups, and individuals (cultural). Because Try This operates primarily at a
community level, the focus of the evaluation accounts for changes at the level within and across
communities. However, it does touch on individual and interpersonal effects of Try This as well as
indirect impacts, or ripple effects.
This evaluation, conducted in 2017, is meant to inform stakeholders, staff, funding agencies, and
key partners of achievements, challenges and opportunities for growth related to Try This. It also
covers the strengths and weaknesses of methodologies, and recommendations for moving
forward. This evaluation uses the social ecological model to assess personal, interpersonal, and
community growth caused by participation in Try This. In the second part, the evaluation
summarizes processes related to three major components of Try This: community mini-grants;
annual conference; online resources including the website and Facebook page. A fourth core
component and ongoing activities such as regional meetings and incubator programs such as WV
Healthy Bodies Healthy Spirits are outside of the scope of the current evaluation.
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Methodology
Try This is an ever-evolving entity, therefore, the evaluation team made strategic decisions about
which components to include in this evaluation report. Although we were not able to include ALL
things that Try This supports, we recognize that future evaluations will need to consider a deeper
look at several areas. This includes, mini-grant helpers, second stage grants, incubator projects,
and other forms of media. This evaluation does not include an analysis of the policy environment
within which local communities and collective organizations and agencies may have the greatest
impact, and what Try This partner organizations are already doing in the area of policy. Future
evaluations should include analysis of how Try This works in partnership with clinics,
hospital/medical systems to support the link between clinic care and community resources, such
as the Try This for Healthcare Providers Day offered at the 2017 conference and closer look at the
policy, systems, and environmental changes that are only touched on here.
The evaluation was conducted using multiple source material and mixed (qualitative and
quantitative) methods through the lens of the social ecological model framework as they relate
to building and sustaining health communities. Throughout this evaluation report, we will utilize
the source material in two ways. Our primary information source is a Try This online survey and
in-depth interviews with community
Methods Quick Glance
members and stakeholders created
specifically for this evaluation. Our secondary
• 346 people on the Try This mailing list
sources of information come from the
responded to the online survey (out of
documents routinely collected by Try This
approximately 3500) TIP: the number
staff including, conference evaluation
behind n= is the number of people who
summaries, mini-grant applications and
completed a specific question
reports, other documents and reports shared
• 23 community people and stakeholders
with the evaluation team, and direct
completed in-depth interviews
observations by the evaluation team. All
• 4 statewide partners completed the
methods were approved by the West Virginia
partner survey (of 20 requested)
University Institutional Review Board. An indepth discussion of the evaluation
methodology and limitations are available in
Appendix E.
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Overall Impact
Increased Belief in Possibilities
Perhaps the most significant finding of this evaluation centers around the overall long-term goal
of Try This: to help knock West Virginia off the top of the worst health lists, community by
community. From the online survey, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree:
82% of people surveyed agreed or strongly agreed that Try This has increased their belief that it
is possible for West Virginia to get off the worst health lists.

Try This increased my belief that it is possible for
West Virginia to get off the worst health lists
(n=337)
1%

2%

15%
34%
48%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
116
34%

Agree

Agree
161
48%

Neither agree or disagree

Neither agree or disagree
50
15%

Disagree

Disagree
3
1%

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree
7
2%

Multiple assessments of Appalachian culture point to complex systems that reinforce economic
and educational poverty, geographic isolation, and strong cultural traditions as barriers to
reducing health disparities.2-7 These findings indicate that Try This is a mechanism by which
participants experience increased feelings that addressing health disparities is possible. Public
health theories indicate that perception that changes in health is possible is an important
intermediary step in actualizing the outcome,8,9 here to improve health environment and
increase opportunities for West Virginians.
All 23 people interviewed touched on reasons why they believe Try This is changing perceptions
of what’s possible in West Virginia and building a culture of health. The reasons include:
•

Try This efforts are shifting people from a state of negativity to one of hope, a sense that
it CAN be done. These concepts will be explored further in the hope and inspiration
section).
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•

Try This is creating an environment of collaboration, in which communities, agencies, and
individuals join forces on projects, rather than compete.

•

Try This operates by the principal that cultural shifts cannot occur under a top down
approach, but that change must come from within communities.

Creating a Culture of Health: Shared Value of Health
Across evaluation methods, people expressed the importance of collaboration and grassroots
approaches to create a shared culture of health in West Virginia.
“So, from the bureau’s perspective - this energy working together with a lot of other different
agencies and organizations to strengthen grassroots support mattered - and the credit for
this to happen is for all of WV, not just one agency or one person.” -Jessica Wright, WV
Bureau for Public Health
“The movement is empowering to many grassroots people and efforts. I like that it is focused
on what can be done and is positive. People are getting engaged and believing in their ability
to do something rather than giving up. West Virginians are incredibly resourceful and capable
of making something good happen with few resources....Try This sparks those old time skills
and connects with the values of our WV ancestors and old times Appalachian community
activities.....it makes people feel good about contributing. I also like that it's inclusive and
promotes recognition for what people are doing to make WV a healthier place....one
community at a time.”- Survey Respondent 2017
All people interviewed emphasized that cultural shifts such as these take time, and patience is
key. Across stakeholder interviews, there was a sense of caution that cultural shifts that result in
health status improvements take time.
“So you ask what the big picture, what
the impact is, I think that takes time. I
think we're like right there. We're right
there so close to there.”- Interview 14
“I think that people who think that it's
going to happen in a year or two are
going to be disappointed because we've
been up there a long time. It's going to
take a while to change some of that data.
The reality is we're going to wait for
about a half of a generation to die off to
change some of our statistics, but I think
we will.”- Interview 8
Try This is changing attitudes about what’s possible, some stakeholders said, and that takes time.
“…It goes back to breaking that mold of negative perspective about our state and our people
and the fact that there's no hope… If you just look at things in a slightly different perspective,
there is obviously a chance.” Interview 15
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Although respondents indicated they believe a change in health is possible, the perception of a
shared value of health within communities in West Virginia is varied. This is illustrated by the
wide variety of responses from the online survey to the statement, “My community values
health.” Thirty percent answered “a great deal” or “a lot,” while 40% replied “a moderate
amount” and 28% replied “a little” or “none at all.’

My community values health (n=276).
1%
4%

20%

10%

24%

41%

A great deal

A great deal
29
10%

A lot

A moderate amount

A lot
A moderate amount
55
112
20%
41%

A little

A little
66
24%

None at all

None at all
12
4%

Not applicable

Not applicable
2
1%

Creating a Culture of Health: Collaboration
Try This emphasizes its collaborative approach, not just at the community level but also within
the organization itself.
“I think what we have been able to do is prove that we can be effective. Because it is
something tangible that somebody can see and when somebody finally sees that the
skepticism starts to disappear, both in community, grass roots level but also with your
organization and with the people involved. ‘Oh wow, you really did do what you said
you were going to do’ and that was what was really cool- Interview 13
Kate Long, Try This Co-Founder explains the importance of organizational collaboration:
“We have a very strong coalition. It was a coalition of organizations that already had
their wheels rolling statewide. We would never have been able to get off the ground the
way we have if we had not had West Virginia University extension, the West Virginia
Community Development Hub, the Office of Child Nutrition, the Bureau for Public
Health, the social workers. You can see the whole list of our partners, and when you
combine those people they reach. They have an enormous reach around the state….
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We're in a family of organizations here. I don't know that we could have done as well if
we had just been a freestanding organization.”

Creating a Culture of Health: Grassroots Ownership and Leadership
Another stakeholder underlined the importance of working with local people who are mostly not
medical professionals.
“First of all, I think that they are doing it right by starting down here in the communities
rather than trying to start it at a clinic level where I'm saying, ‘Why don't you talk to your
clients about X, Y, and Z?’ We have to change a lot of dynamics.”- Interview 8
The Try This motto, “It’s up to us” refers to the intent to empower communities to make changes
that may impact their health on their own terms. This empowerment may be a key factor helping
to shift views of culture and health in WV. Stephen Smith, Try This Co-Founder, said.
“In organizing there's a saying, that the answer to every problem is a
person, and I think that's what makes Try This different and successful
in the ways that it's successful from other public health efforts, is that
it thinks research is important, it thinks best practices are important,
it thinks CDC strategies are important, but fundamentally it thinks the
most important thing is we need human beings who aren't experts
taking matters into their own hands. That is the thing that separates
Try This and makes it different.”
Community members describe it this way:
“I would say it's an initiative that's actually becoming part of our West Virginia culture at the
community level, and at a statewide level to get everybody engaged in healthy activities, and
helping to make West Virginia a healthier place so that our kids will have a brighter future.
It's fun and everybody's welcome. It's up to us.”- Interview 19
“In a time of hopelessness and economic challenge, Try This gives me hope that our
communities can and will move forward with or without vision from our elected
representatives. It's up to us and down to us.”- Survey Respondent
Four stakeholders who completed the online stakeholder survey said this grassroots approach
makes Try This different from other chronic disease prevention initiatives they know of that have
attempted to improve the health status of West Virginians.
“Try This is a ‘bottom up’ approach. It is an equalizer. Even with the mini-grants, it feels like
no one has power over anyone else - that everyone's idea has a right to be heard and
considered. It's like a big statewide ‘think tank.’ How, I don't know - other than the right
people at the right place at the right time doing the right thing.”- Statewide Stakeholder 1
“This is like nothing else I have ever seen in many years of practice. The collaboration across
income, age, gender, profession, use of natural leaders, is unprecedented here, and likely
elsewhere as well.”- Statewide Stakeholder 2
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“It is truly grassroots. All are welcome at the table.”- Statewide Stakeholder 3
“Yes, the inspiration is greater. It has a more local feel. It happened faster and engaged a
wider group.” Statewide Stakeholder 4
This sense of empowerment is reflected in interviews with community members:
“I think that’s the best idea that has come to this state in a long time and I think that because
it is not anyone coming in to save a community. We are not waiting for ‘the big wigs, the top
dogs, the big corporations.’ We’re not waiting for somebody to come and save us…. Those
things aren’t empowering people to change their own lives. I feel like Try This, by taking what
they stand for and making it grass roots… I didn’t do anything about planting down there. The
community did it all. ”- Interview 13
“Yeah, it's empowering to all of us. If we keep the movement going we can make a strong
change to help improve our state, in multiple levels.”- Interview 9
Others said the opportunity to transform their environment through Try This funding allowed them
to help create a different kind of future for their young people:
“I think that getting to kids young
and getting them excited about
farmer's markets, food growing and
vegetables when they're young,
that's the sustainable part to me.
That means that you're influencing a
behavior before somebody's grown
up…They're going to grow up and
have kids and they're going to have
that positive experience, and then
they'll pass it on. I think that's the
lasting impact.”- Interview 4
“It is really building life skills in
people and in youths specifically. It
takes a long time to see an outcome
with that. You know, if you did a
good job nothing happens; that’s
what prevention work is…” Interview 13
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Several stakeholders commented on the
fact that it’s a cumulative process:
“I think if you're any way interested or
affiliated with Try This, I think your end
game is just to improve the health and
wellness of the citizens of your area,
town, region, whatsoever. I think, I mean,
these small ripples help. If you get enough
ripples going, it's going to create a wave
and I'm hoping over the next several years
that that improves.”- Interview 15

So, how does Try This work?
To work toward the goal of helping knock
West Virginia off the top of the worst
health lists, Try This has three primary
activities that cut across the core
programmatic elements (conference, mini-grants and online).
1. Provide opportunities to learn how to support new projects, develop skills, expand
capacity, and build leadership. These opportunities arise from hands on conference
workshops and ideas in sessions, communities who mentor one another and share ideas, and
the act of implementing projects using mini-grant funds.
2. Create opportunities to expand networks and collaboration locally and across the state.
The mini-grant projects are structured to support collaboration locally. The Try This
conference and online resources create opportunities to collaborate across communities.
3. Provide opportunities to share ideas, information, stories, and solutions and provide
practical guidance to complete local goals. The conference sessions and the Website are
platforms by which the Try This community can share ideas.
Activities such as these, are structured to lay the foundation to allow communities to transform
ideas to action.
Social transformation comes through the process of building relationships, bringing people
together across community, county, and regional lines, to overcome sometimes generational and
cultural stereotypes to work toward a common goal (WHO AYRP 2009).
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Community Transformation
Many stories of Try This communities begin here- a group of individuals in a community want to
make a change, they want to offer healthier choices for their community, and they apply for a Try
This mini-grant. Projects funded by Try This through mini-grants, as well as the messages
presented through face-to-face interactions (conference and regional meetings) and through the
website/social media that change is possible, directly afford communities the chance to
transform the environment in their communities into opportunities to support health.

Creating Living Environments that Support Health
Belief that Try This is helping to transform the environment (physical spaces) in which people live
to be healthier is supported by the survey data.

Try This is helping to expand health opportunities
in my community (n=334)
2%
4%
27%
24%

43%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
91
27%

Agree

Agree
142
43%

Neither agree or disagree

Neither agree or disagree
81
24%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

13
4%

7
2%

Several interviews also spoke to the importance of transformation of the living environment:
"We're very small, very rural. A lot of poverty. A lot of malnourished and a lot of children who
just don't exercise and don't eat, so that's where we kind of wanted to focus. Because of our
risk assessment, we knew that those were some of our issues in our community were obesity.
We took our first initiative and the grant we wrote was for a playground. We was awarded
the grant. It was wonderful and it has grown...To drop by there and see just something that
was one time just a dirty, old spot with grownup grass and weeds is now a beautiful place
where kids can laugh and smile and learn, and it's wonderful. We also wanted to promote
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eating habits. Not Doritos, not high-calorie foods, so we did the grant for the fruit orchard."Interview 10
The community projects also had unexpected ripple effects, beyond changing physical spaces.
Numerous respondents said success with one project led to other projects and successes. This
passage from interview 13, highlights these unintended changes.
“It [the project] has also spun off this whole other revitalization effort and we never thought it
would go there. We just thought we were doing a garden. The garden turned into 36 feet of
new sidewalks, continuous; so they are all linked together. An affordable housing complex that
will go on another piece of reclaimed property. New playground equipment in the playground,
tearing down the chain link fence so it is more open, an accessible swing also. Resurfacing the
basketball court, hanging new rims. Those were the little things.”
From comments on the survey:
"This program has helped greatly with ideas to help kids get involved with outdoor activities
and also has shown a great interest in getting families involved in a healthier life style using
fresh fruits, and vegetables. Outdoor community activities helps with the daily stress people
experience while unemployed, community gardens supply much needed food and encourage
people to raise small home gardens."- Survey Respondent 2017
"The Community Garden Project was only the beginning of
a multi-tiered project which we named Monticello's
Ongoing Revitalization Efforts (M.O.R. E.). This project is
not just a "project" but rather a change in life-style of a
neighborhood. There are many projects/positive
opportunities that are available in what once was
considered to be a ‘blighted area’ of Clarksburg. There are
now many key stakeholders who want to offer support and
in-kind for ongoing efforts."- Survey Respondent 2017

Clarksburg Monticello community garden mini-grant team was interviewed by the evaluation
team and they elaborated on how participating in Try This helped them to overcome barriers,
make important connections, complete their project, and grow beyond their expectations to
impact the greater community.
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In Their Own Words
SNAPSHOT: CLARKSBURG, WV
“We always say, it started with one man’s dream. The gentleman we started working with, Mateen Abdul-Aziz, is a two
time drug felon. I say two time because he had gone to prison twice, he says ‘I’ve done two tours and I need to give
back and change the way I do what I do and I need to fix the community that I tore apart.’ He said, ‘I’ve got this lot and
it really is awful, it is overgrown, people keep throwing trash in it, so I’m starting to do things, cleaning up the
sidewalks, putting in new sidewalks and partnering with the city in Clarksburg and now I want to do something with
this place it is just sitting empty. [A friend and colleague was talking with him and] said ‘well why don’t you just do a
community garden?’ So we started doing some research and found Try This. We saw community gardens. I said, ‘what
is this, what do you do, how do we do one?’
And so, we went to the Try This conference and saw Buckhannon’s community garden and got a ‘bug’ I guess and really
started planning for what this could be and we brought it back and sat down with Mateen and said, so what do you
think?”
After that, the group starting sharing ideas, and grew to include two areas in Clarksburg, Monticello and Broadway. The
interviewee said the Try This conference helped them to learn what worked and what did not from others (so they
could avoid mistakes), created important connections with other communities, and helped them to get ideas.
“So what started off as a one community garden on a vacant lot turned into community gardens and they are very
different but in two parts of Clarksburg that didn’t have that community cohesion before, it only [took] one person [that
said]. I want to change something.”
“So we got $1500, and just to be fair we split the $1500 between two communities. So $750 in each one, and each
garden, after donations and in-kind support, Broadway ended up being about $23,000 in supports and the Monticello
project turned into $150,000 by virtue of what we asked for and received, whether that be monetary, in kind, service
related or supplies and materials.
From the first application to there we have turned into supporting other community gardens. We had four this year in
this community and just by connecting people to Try This or saying here’s how we learned, here’s how we worked. Well
what did you do in your garden or by virtue of just seeing ours in the media people got the idea and did it on their own.
So, we have inspired and been partners and continue the project.
Our project went from a community garden to what we hoped to be a community wide revitalization effort, so we
went from the $750 to, hopefully, a multi-million dollar project. It is still developing and every day we do something
new. Every day we get a new partner. Every day we get something different, a new piece and it’s all because we started
this, and I think what we have been able to do is prove that we can be effective.
And, it has given me the opportunity to see what I can actually do in my everyday work. Now there is a product sitting
down there that I can go visit very day and say look what I’ve accomplished. I was part of this. It’s not just mine but I
was part of this, and it has also given me a realization to say I can’t do all of this on my own. So, how can I do with my
skills and my organization what it can provide and bring in other people to make things successful? It has given me a
little professional development piece to understand what is my role, how are community gardens connected with
substance abuse prevention, connected with meeting the needs of people in the community, understanding that, as
well as saying, ‘I may only have a budget this big and I can make it a whole lot bigger by connecting to people.’”Interview 13
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Each year, conference sessions offered ideas for projects, skills, and resources to carry out
projects related to changing the living environment to support health, specifically to expand the
supply of fresh food or expand opportunities for people to be physically active. The shifts in
environment and systems are supported by Try This funding which align with Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and National Institutes of Medicine (IOM10-12recommendations for
community level strategies to prevent obesity.
Types of projects submitted for funding have included:
•

Improvements to physical activity spaces such as development of parks or recreation
equipment, development and improvements to hiking/walking/biking/ fishing access and
trails, paddling and water reclamation, and equipment to improve safety.

•

Improvements to the food environment included community or school gardens and high
tunnels, farmer's markets/ green grocers/or food carts, cooking and canning, and other
equipment to improve food access.

•

Organizational policy changes such as shared use agreements for spaces, use of city lots
or vacant buildings, approval for trail improvements and development, cooperation from
law enforcement, a commitment from schools and organizations to use locally accessed
food sources, and/or grow their own food.

COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION IN LINWOOD, WV
Linwood is a small town that sits at the base of Snowshoe Mountain and is often forgotten as visitors travel through it on their way up the mountain. This
small community is home to many of the workers who work atop the mountain, but have access to very few resources at the base. Terry White and Tracey
Valach were among the group of people that worked to address this community need when they opened the Linwood Community Daycare. However,
when they were introduced to Try This and the conference they realized that their day care center could be so much more.
“That was our first money. We thought $3,000 (mini-gr Linwood is a small town that sits at the base of Snowshoe Mountain and is often forgotten as
visitors travel through it on their way up the mountain. This small community is home to many of the workers who work atop the mountain, but have
access to very few resources at the base. Terry White and Tracey Valach were among the group of people that worked to address this community need
when they opened the Linwood Community Daycare. However, when they were introduced to Try This and the conference they realized that their day care
center could be so much more. “That was our first money. We thought $3,000 (mini-grant) was like a million to us.” That was how the day care center was
the launching pad for community transformation in Linwood.
“That's how it rolls, you know what I mean? You don't have anything until you have something. Then it
snowballs. It's so much easier to make things work when, oh Ter-Ter. It's so much easier once the momentum
is started. Those things are easier to come by. When she said most of that other stuff was free, it was because
we have beds, okay now parents we want to fill this one with earth. We want to fill this one with a butterfly
garden. Then hey to Linda who's a local community member that likes to garden. She came and planted seeds
with the kids. People want to be involved once they see something's happening.”
“The confidence we gained from the grant writing process was invaluable. It taught us to form partnership
with others in our community and the value of leveraged funds”.
Through the use of the Try This grant and other leveraged funds and resources, the community of Linwood has started a daycare for the community with a
natural playground, a community garden, and a vibrant farmer’s market that has continued to grow with the addition of a pavilion and outdoor grilling
station.
Terry and Tracey both admit that the Try This grant application process is challenging. As Tracey put it,
“The grant's not easy to write because they want letters of commitment from those partners, from those people in the community. It's not like they
just want you to plug in someone's name that's going to help you. They want a letter from that person who says that they're going to help you. Those
aren't the easiest to come by.
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Linwood Continued…
They want that commitment, which is so awesome and awful, all at the same time. Because when you're the grant writer, you don't want to have to
go to 10 people to make the grant happen. You want to just be able to ... Most of the other grants we write, for Snowshoe, for Tucker, for whatever,
we just fill out the grant and we submit it and that's the end of it. But Try This expects you to ... which is good, don't get me wrong, it's good, but they
don't just want names on a piece of paper, they want letters of commitment. They want specifics from people, what are you going to do to make this
project happen. To make this project successful, to take it to the next step, whatever. Those things also hold people accountable. Like you said, X, Y,
Z. I think that's what Terry's referring to, when it comes to it's not the easiest grant to write. Because it's so much more than just filling out a
spreadsheet.”
The two acknowledge that it is that level of detail in garnering the community
commitment that is part of the success of Try This. That and the support of the Try
This team…
“Because those kinds of things ... that's what makes the grant hard, but it's also
what make the project successful. I also think what makes that grant hard is all the
follow-up stuff. A lot of times people will just give you the money and you never
hear from them again. You write the thank you note and that's kind of the end of it.
Try This is always up in your business. Which is fine, that is fine.”
“I mean it as a good thing. I mean it as then you feel supported, but you also feel
the pressure to get it done. “
“I think that's what makes it hard for people too, is like you're going to be
accountable for it. They're (Stephen and Kate) going to make you talk in front of
people and share your ideas with other people. It's just not the same as any other
grant that you normally write, very, very different, but in a good positive way. It's
just more difficult, more pieces.”
As more of the community started to see the progress and change developing in Linwood, they started to have more involvement in the community, such
as donated supplies, and saw the fabric of the community strengthened as well. The community garden has been an example of this. For some of the
families who do not work within Linwood, it can be difficult to integrate into the community. Through the development of the community garden, more
members of Linwood are starting to connect while they are at the garden who otherwise may never have met.
Having the Try This projects in this community has created transformations for both the community and on more personal levels. For Terry and Tracey,
Try This has had a significant impact on them. As Tracey put it,
“It was like, I didn't even know Terry five years ago. It just has kind of snowballed into these connections that's
made a bigger purpose for the day care. Because we would have just been a day care, that only cared about
our kids. Now it's okay how can we make the day care healthier? How can we make the community healthier
and then I found a job out of it, full time with the WVU.
That's why I said, what hat am I wearing when it comes to Try This. Because I've been on a couple of teams for
Try This. Because I feel so passionately about the movement in West Virginia that Try This is working towards
as well. I think for me personally it's more about the big picture, and those connections that you get to make
that make you step outside yourself and your own needs but bigger.”
The impact on Terry has been even more personal, so much so that she became emotional during this interview and Tracey jumped in,
,

“It's given her such an outlet though. Like I feel like you were looking for something to get involved with….Because your
first big thing in the community was becoming the treasurer of the day care, right? We went to the same church and
someone said, 'You need to talk to Terry. She used to be a bookkeeper for a daycare over in Charleston.' That was the
very first time, we met, five years ago, right? Now she's like a Mama to me. You're stuck with me, sister.”
By being involved in these projects with the community, these two Try This community leaders have seen the passion
that the members of the Linwood community have for improving their town and West Virginia.
Being involved in these projects has provided these leaders and community members with a way to get involved in the
community and given them a purpose. When the community gets together to start a new project or to fundraise for
improvements, their focus is on how these efforts can be consistent with their brand now.
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Living Environment Changes as a result of Try This Mini-Grants (2014-2015 & 2015-2016)
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The table below summarizes the environmental changes that occurred in the first two years of
funding. Note: The mini-grant reports for 2016-2017 were not completed at the time of this
evaluation report, but will be included in subsequent reports.
2014-2015

2015-2016

TOTALS

Total Applications Funded

42

53

95

Improvements to physical activity spaces

9

18

27

Improvements to food environment

19

25

44

The transformation of the living environment aligns with CDC and IOM goals recommendations
to reduce obesity. The document analysis of funded mini-grants indicated that the CDC/IOM
recommendations for community strategies to prevent obesity that were addressed most
thoroughly included:
•
•
•
•

Improve the Physical Activity Environment
Improve the Food and Beverage Environment
Improve the Messaging Environment
Improve the School and Childcare Environment

One potential area of impact that was not specifically addressed by awarded mini-grants was
"Encourage active living and health eating at work." However, Try This did require funded minigrant teams to think about organizational commitments to healthy options by asking the lead
team member, and optionally other team members, to sign a “Set a Good Example” contract.
This contract outlines potential steps to implement physical activity and healthy food options,
and has offered conference breakout sessions that touch on healthy work places and events.

Policy and Systems Changes as a result of Try This Mini-Grants
Although policies and systems changes are not a part of the specific goals of Try This for minigrant projects, Try This mini-grant applications beginning in 2015 ask applicants to complete a
long-term planning sheet that includes an explanation of policy, systems, and environmental
(PSE) changes and examples of PSE that could be considered when thinking about long-term
impact. (See Appendix F for definitions). Policy and systems were not the focus of Try This in the
inaugural three year goals, however, in the mini-grant reporting process, several communities
reported activities that reflected policy and systems changes in their communities. Most
commonly, grantees described systems changes that occurred in the community, such as ongoing
programming for physical activity and or healthy eating. Several communities that built
community/school incorporated systems changes in the community by using the produce to
supply schools, food pantries and farmers markets. The map below represents the types of
systems and policy changes that were described in mini-grant reporting representing eighteen
counties across the state. Future evaluations will include more specific questions relating to
these changes as they occur as a result of Try This.
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SYSTEMS AND POLICY CHANGES

2014-2015

2015-2016

TOTALS

Total Applications Funded

42

53

95

Food distribution systems

6

1

7

Ongoing programming for physical activity and/or nutrition

10

5

15

Increase in community capacity (value added)

2

4

6

Specific changes to organizational policy related to nutrition

0

2

2

These policy and systems changes along with the environmental changes are the foundations for
creating long lasting sustainable change in communities.

COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: GEORGE WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
The beginning of policy and systems changes
The George Washington High School’s Healthy Living Club (HLC) was founded by student Elizabeth Wirtz,
who decided to find ways to make changes in their school after viewing the documentary Fed Up. Louie
Cassis, health teacher became the HLC sponsor and brought in guest speaker Dr. Jamie Jeffrey to
demonstrate sugar content in sugar sweetened beverages. As Louie put it, “…they were kind of fed up, a
perfect term for it. They were wanted to make a change and we didn’t really know where to go and that is
when Dr. Jeffrey said ‘maybe you out to come try Try This.' It has been a lot of fun since then.”
At that first Try This Conference, the group did not know what to expect, but they were encouraged and motivated to make some positive
changes to the school. One of the greatest impacts that the students thought they could make was with the water fountains at school. Although
the evaluation team were unable to interview Elizabeth, HLC's co-chair Holyn Jeffrey and Louie shared their experiences and personal impact of
participating in this project. As Holyn related,

“I think we saw this kind of at Try This. Someone had said drink more water and we saw that a lot but then like we come to school and we
saw the nasty water fountains and nobody wants to get near them. So, I thought it was cool that we could put the filter in and have
unlimited filtered water and we saw them at Try This."
…those water fountains out there were bone dry for years and we are telling kids to drink water, drink water, don’t drink pop but the best
options we could give them were nasty old water fountains.” Mr. Cassis concurred
This changed in October of 2016. The HLC founder, Elizabeth and co-chair Holyn wrote and applied for a Try This grant, and were awarded
$2279.66. They installed two filtered water stations with a third on the way. Louie acknowledges that their success with the water stations would
not have been possible without the support of the school administration and the Kanawha County school plumbers, who conducted the
installation for free, and offered critical advice on purchasing water fountains that were easily maintained.
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GWHS Continued…

The HLC sold water bottles that have the GW logo and H2O imprinted. As of May of 2017, over 14,000 bottles of water had been dispensed.
Teachers in the school rallied around the idea and they wanted to know how to get more involved. The water fountains have been such a great
success at the school that the students are now delivering presentations about making healthier drink choices and have been approached by
several other schools who want to replicate their project.
Holyn Jeffrey found her voice through this process. Once reluctant to speak in front of a
classroom or group, she has become a role model in getting the information to other schools
across the state. The students in HLC travel to elementary "feeder" schools for GW and do
presentations for the kids. In doing so, they are proving to be leaders and role models.
“I think we did a lot more than what we were expecting because kind of just from the grant I
was expecting like just get the water fountains, get the water bottles and be done. But it spread
more into like presenting in front of the health classes, going and doing sugar demos and
getting the seed to salad bar so I think it helped us spread more throughout the community and
throughout other classes and to state the students there so I think it definitely turned into a lot
more; definitely a lot more than what I expected because I was not expecting to do this much.”
A second component of their mini-grant, as Holyn mentions, is the seed to salad bar. The students put in a
garden behind the school and the produce grown is used by the school cooks in the school lunches.
Although, this aspect of the mini-grant was not as successful as they had hoped, it has led to new
opportunities. Impressed with the success of HLC, the principal included them in a grant for a defined STEM
program, and starting in the Fall 2017, GW will offer a hydroponics class for freshman teaching them
gardening and even how to develop a small business from gardening. Mr. Cassis, "I think the health benefits
are obvious, but those are skills that kids can use, especially here in our state, as we see at Try This, that
people can actually make a good living if you can get it set up right."
Try This inspired Louis to transform his curriculum from focusing solely on what healthy lifestyles are to exploring ways to make changes in the
community to support healthy lifestyles. He now uses the Try This grant application as part of his curriculum. Rather than taking the approach
of teaching students about the problems, he is transforming his curriculum to focusing on solutions and action as ways to improve themselves
and their community.
“What I did this semester as far as our semester project, which we are wrapping up now, is
we took the bones of the Try This grant and used that as a project in our class. Our reasoning
for that was that we talk to our kids about healthy lifestyles and better environments but we
never really talked to them about how to make changes in environments, how to change
policies or systems that are in place, so we took the bones of the Try This grant; the projection
description, the smart goals, the long-term goals, budget and partnering organizations and
we turned that into a project for our health class this year and for the projects that have been
above and beyond I ask, ‘hey guys are you actually interested in going and trying to do this?’ I
think it gives kids a hands-on experience. Talk about taking the classroom into real life, you
can’t get a better example of that.”
Photo by evaluation team

Within this project, the school has seen the adult leaders, such as teachers and the principal, take a step back and empower their
students to make more decisions. Overall, 15-20 students were able to be involved in various aspects of the HLC. This project has
created personal transformation for the students involved and shown them what they are capable of doing by grooming them to
become leaders.
As of January 2018, the Office of Child Nutrition indicated the following schools implemented water filling stations in their schools:
Mercer County- 1 school
Cabell County- 2 schools
Ritchie County- 2 schools
Kanawha County- 1 school

Wood County- 3 schools
Wayne County- 8 schools
Ohio County- 2 schools
Marshal County- 1 school
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Increasing statewide networks: ideas, resources, and support
Goal: Connect individual West Virginians who want to do healthy-community projects with
successful West Virginia examples of that project, so they can trade ideas and cross-pollinate.
Most Try This projects do not involve entire communities, but more than half of survey
respondents gave credit to Try This for helping members of their community to work together. Of
all survey respondents, 88% agreed, "Try This has caused people to collaborate on community
projects"

Try This has caused people to collaborate on
community projects (n=337)
0%

2%

10%

40%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
162
48%

Agree

Agree
134
40%

48%

Neither agree or disagree

Neither agree or disagree
35
10%

Disagree

Disagree
0
0%

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree
6
2%

and 93% agreed, "Try This connects like-minded West Virginians with each other" (see next
page)
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Try This connects like-minded West Virginians with
each other (n=337)
0%

2%

5%
35%

58%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
194
58%

Agree

Agree
116
34%

Neither agree or disagree

Neither agree or disagree
18
5%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Disagree Strongly disagree
1
0%

8
2%

People in my community are working together more
because of Try This (n=334)
6% 2%

20%

38%

34%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
67
20%

Agree

Agree
113
34%

Neither agree or disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or disagree
125
37%

Strongly disagree

Disagree
21
6%

Strongly disagree
8
2%
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Try This intentionally
and structurally
supports the
development of social
networks through the
conference and
regional meetings, the
website, and the
ability of the Try This
team to connect
communities with
potential and current
projects across the
state. The mini-grant
applications
themselves require a
collaboration of at
least three
community partners
for funding.

Making connections
In addition to the three central activities of Try This, staff continue to create an
environment of collaboration by:
•

Fostering regional meetings in addition to the annual conference in
order to create opportunities for additional networking and idea sharing.

•

Actively connecting community people via email, in person, and on social
media throughout the year/ Continue to require at least three
community collaborators for any mini-grant proposal.

•

Supporting the development and growth of incubator networks
including:
Healthy Bodies, Health Spirits
Parents Action 4 Wellness
Incubator projects are described in brief detail later in the report

"I had to find
other people to be on the team when we were applying for the grant. I think that that's a
good aspect of it because it really does make people work together instead of going as a lone
person doing it all themselves."- Interview 4
The conference includes space and time to connect with others. One of the three conference
rules is "talk to strangers. Two breakout sessions each year are specifically dedicated to
collaboration, but it is a central theme throughout.
Data supports that Try This is meeting this goal.
•

53% said they stay in touch with people they met at a conference or regional meeting.

•

Across breakout sessions (2015-2016), the average score for the question, "I found
someone (presenter or fellow participant) I want to follow-up with," was 4.5 (5= "strongly
agree" to 1= " strongly disagree).

•

63% of survey respondents say they attended the conference specifically to meet and
network with other like-minded West Virginians.

•

The average number of people they met at the conference and stayed in touch with was
6.1 new people.

The conference is described in more detail in the conference section, but below is a summary of
online survey responses for conference and/or regional meeting attendees to key questions
about networking and maintaining those networks post-conference.
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Networking After the Conference
60%
53%

50%

46%

42%

40%
31%

30%
20%

20%
10%
0%
Stay in touch with Made new friends Collaborated with
Contacted
Regularly shared
people they met at
more people from someone they met
ideas
a conference or
their community
there
regional meeting

The Facebook group also helps people make connections. In responses to survey questions
(n=185):
• 32% said they use the Facebook page to meet other like-minded West Virginians
• 14% said they use the Facebook page to ask questions or get advice
The survey also supports that Try This helped to expand and enhance existing social networks.
Three questions about the way Try This impacted people personally included, "Because of Try
This..."

I am better connected to others in my community
(n=336)
8% 2%

23%

33%

34%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
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23%

Agree

Agree
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34%

Neither agree or disagree

Neither agree or disagree
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33%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Disagree
25
8%

Strongly disagree
7
2%
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I am part of (or part of building) a network of healthy
community advocates who want to make my community
healthier (n=334)
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Agree
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Neither agree or disagree
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I feel more connected to other West Virginians
statewide working for healthier communities
(n=333)
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Three quotes from the survey and the interviews highlight the way these connections form and
why they matter.
"...I see the impact of Try This on other people and in other areas. I believe that it has
increased programs, activities and helped people to make healthier behavior change
throughout WV. I think that by reaching out to various organizations and communities there
are new outlets for people who may have been interested in change, but have now been given
the opportunity to take that first step. Coalitions, partnerships and resources have been
shared around the state as a direct result of Try This. "-Survey Respondent 2017
"Try This is truly an All Kinds Welcome Here movement where seemingly small projects can
make a big impact, connections in and between communities are forged, and one of the most
positive efforts going on in WV. Initially I was a skeptic, but I'm very proud to have been
involved in my small way." Survey Respondent 2017
Here is an excerpt of an interview with two participants (A and B) discussing the impact of Try
This on social network and support development.
"A: … It's not like what Try This individually has done for me, it's about the people who have
been put into contact with.
B: It's the connections.
A: Yeah it's the connections. Maybe that's a better way of saying it...I think that personally
for me, it's been.... when we started the day care, it was just kind of we were kind of in our
own little world. As we got pulled into ... via Terry, pulled into the bigger world that is Dr.
Jamie Jeffrey, that is Kate Long. That is Stephen. That is all the people that they put you into
connection with. I just had my own little cry fest over this two weeks ago at a Keys training
that we sat in four years ago when we were starting the day care. It was like, I didn't even
know Terry five years ago. It just has kind of snowballed into these connections that's made
a bigger purpose for the day care. Because we would have just been a day care, that only
cared about our kids. Now it's okay how can we make the day care healthier? How can we
make the community healthier and then I found a job out of it, full time with the WVU.
That's why I said, what hat am I wearing when it comes to Try This. Because I've been on a
couple of teams for Try This. Because I feel so passionately about the movement in West
Virginia that Try This is working towards as well. I think for me personally it's more about the
big picture, and those connections that you get to make that make you step outside yourself
and your own needs but bigger."
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Leveraged Resources
Perhaps the most identified benefit of participating in the Try This social networks are the
resources that communities leverage to support their projects. According to the definition by the
CDC, “leveraging is the process of amplifying the benefit from an investment or project by using
available resources to obtain additional resources, such that the total effect is greater than the
sum of the parts.” These resources may include direct financial contributions, other materials and
resources donated, volunteer time, and ideas shared.
Conference breakout sessions that enhance confidence and ability to leverage resources included
partnering with local businesses, how to cultivate and motivate volunteers, operating on a
shoestring budget, getting additional funding, and multiple sessions with low cost options and
resources. Try This also encourages people to use social networks to develop and foster collective
capacity. They require many projects to produce "how to" guides. Each year (2014-2016) there
were 1-4 sessions dedicated to leveraged resources.
The conference and regional meetings also yielded significant leveraged resources themselves,
including:
- Financially discounted space for the annual conference and regional meetings
- 138 presenters and 16 volunteers donated their time at the 2017 conference
Mini-grant teams are encouraged to find ways to leverage resources in their communities to
meet the goals of their projects. For years, 2014-2015 and 2015-2016, the monetary value of
resources contributed to mini-grant teams including direct financial contributions, donated
materials, and volunteer hours on the mini-grant teams are shown in the table below. Note:
Final mini-grant reports were not available for 2016-2017 at the time of this evaluation report.
Funding

2014-2015
2015-2016
Total

$82,965
$96,779
$179,744

#Funded Monetary
Projects Donations
42
53

$126,283
$324,455
$450,738

In-Kind

$142,702
$170,828
$313,530

Volunteer Hours /
Hourly Rate

Monetary
Value
Volunteers*
19,081/$20.24 p/h
$386,199
48,525/$20.47 p/h
$993,307
67,606
$1,379,506

*Calculated based on CDC recommended https://www.independentsector.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Value-of-VolunteerTime-by-State-2001-2016.pdf by state and year

The initial investment in Try This mini-grants was $82,965 in 2014 and $96,779 in 2015. In total,
across both years, 67,606 volunteer hours were contributed to Try This mini-grant projects.
Overall, leveraged resources for the first two years of mini-grant cycles totals over $2.14 million
dollars. This translates to a return on investment of nearly $11 for every dollar spent to fund
mini-grants. See Appendix G for more information on leveraging resources and return on
investment calculations.
Survey results for conference attendees (n=90) indicate that attending a Try This conference or
regional meeting also helped them secure additional funding for their projects.
•

11% said they met someone through Try This that provided additional funding for their
community project
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•

14% said someone they met at the Try This conference or regional meeting led them to
additional funding sources

•

17% said they did not have Try This funding but were inspired to start a new project

From the 23 interviews, there were 96 references to the way individuals and communities
worked to leverage resources. For many, it was as simple as asking:
"This is a huge thing. If you are doing a project that is operating on community donations, do
not be afraid to ask people for money. I think a lot of people feel ashamed or weird
or....They're not very open to asking people for money. I'm totally comfortable because the
worst they can say is, 'no.'"- Interview 4
Kate told this story to highlight why leveraging resources is one of the elements that makes Try
This work:
“[It’s] just the way West
Virginians are. They're
ingenious and they are
persistent and they are
used to making
something out of
nothing, and they take
these little grants and
for every dollar we put
into them we're getting
eight dollars back. At
least eight dollars. They
chase dump trucks
down the road. I mean
this really happened
over in Pocahontas
County. That Linwood
they needed some stuff to put on their playground, and Tracy saw a truck full of wood
chips and she [said], ‘That's it.’ She chased that truck blowing her horn down the road
until the driver pulled over, and she found who he was, a local company, and she said,
‘We need you all to donate a load of that stuff,’ and they did.”

Leveraged Resources: Sharing Ideas and Helping Each Other
Ideas prove to be important shared resources, as well. Sharing ideas and information is built into
almost every activity of Try This. Each session of the conference is meant to share ideas, as are
the other activities at the conference including the shout outs, discussion, during physical activity
time, even the lunch line.
Of survey respondents who attended a conference or regional meeting, 50% said "people from
our community helped or gave advice to people from other communities."
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Within the comments section of the breakout session evaluations of the same years, there were
the following number of references:

References in Comments: Breakout Evaluations
2015-2016
Learning new things/gaining
knowledge
60
Resources that they can use in
community
66
Ideas to take back to community
129
0
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40
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80

100

120

140

The highest scores on the combined breakout session evaluation forms (2015-2016) are (where 5
is the highest score)
•

"I heard strategies, ideas, or advice I can take back to my community,"- 4.81

•

"I found a new resource (website, tool, funding source, etc.) to take back to my
community" - 4.64.
"I think when you go to those Try This conferences, you come out and go, 'I can do this'." –
Interview 9

Community mini-grant recipients share ideas frequently. They are often asked to present a
session or shout out at the conference. Try This staff also use their knowledge of community
activities, challenges and successes to connect communities together for general advice, or as
part of an emerging mentorship program.
Of respondents who were part of a mini-grant team (n=107), half said they "advised or helped
another community."
Similarly, the Try This website and Facebook group are used to share ideas and resources. There
are over 80 pages of ideas for affordable community projects on the website, as well as how-to
resources for funding, building, and collaborating. Survey respondents (n=322) indicated:
•

56% agree or strongly agree that they have gotten useful ideas from the Facebook group

•

77% agree or strongly agree that the Try This website is a valuable tool for ideas and
resources
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"Through social media. I check out Try This almost on a daily basis. Also, I share
information...and of course the website, if you are looking for ideas...point you to the website
because it is easy to access and look around."- Interview 16
Overall, 66% of survey respondents agreed, "People in my community tried ideas they got
through Try This."

People in my community tried ideas they got
through Try This (n=335)
4% 2%

28%
28%

38%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
94
28%

Agree

Agree

Neither agree or disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or disagree
129
94
38%
28%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
12
6
4%
2%

Allowing communities across the state and people within local communities
Try This allowed people to connect and share ideas and to leverage and use resources. Try This
encouraged the use of volunteers and collaborating with businesses, organizations, and others
within and across communities. Interview 4 highlights the importance of creating these
opportunities for community members to feel like they are not just contributing, but that they
have a stake in the outcome.
“The more person to person interaction you have I think that that deepens the foundation of
whatever the project is that you're working on... This is people from all kinds of rural parts of
West Virginia, all kinds of socioeconomic backgrounds. We're going to run the gamut, but it
has such a strong sense of ... We accept everybody, this community, and it means that if you
need help, we're here to help you. There's just mutual shared sense of we're all in this
together, and we love this state, and we want to make it better."
From the same interview:
"I think creating something that is sustainable was really important to me, not just creating
something that would be one year and then not go on. In order to do that, you have to
approach every aspect of it with a lot of quality and care. It can't be an afterthought... You
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have to keep the energy moving forward and figure out ways beyond just receiving the grant
to keep whatever it is going…I feel like I succeeded in creating something that was such a
quality that people were willing to financially support it the next year and gladly. I've turned
people away saying, 'I don't need your money.'

Incubator Networks
During the evaluation period, Try This supported two notable incubator projects. Incubator projects focus on one
constituency or one activity, with the intention of using Try This support to build a foundation for a self-sustaining
network across the state. The first incubator network was Healthy Body Health Spirits and it began in 2014. Try This
leadership expressed that they hope these networks become key building blocks in the creation of a statewide healthycommunity movement. These were projects that supported the mission of Try This, but were not a part of the key
activities, and were not evaluated during this period.
Healthy Bodies Healthy Spirits is a statewide healthy faith network affiliated with Try This. Planning for Healthy Bodies
Healthy Spirits started on October 20, 2014, at the Council of Churches conference. Representatives of six denominations
(Presbyterian, Methodist, Catholic, American Baptist and the African Methodist Episcopal Church) agreed to partner with
Try This and the Council of Churches to explore the possibility of creating a statewide healthy faith network.
The group met for 10 months thereafter without a coordinator. Then Try This hired Josh Sowards as an assistant Try This
director, specifically assigned to help develop a statewide healthy faith network. Try This agreed to pay 100% of Josh’s
salary the first year and 50% the second year, then the network would carry it thereafter. Try This still supports HBHS in
publicity and other ways, and HBHS coordinates with Try This on the two conferences.
Through the annual conference and regular outreach, HBHS worked with more than
80 congregations to start or expand their health and wellness ministries
(community gardens, diabetes self-management course, running programs, healthy
cooking classes, etc). HBHS was conceived within Try This and grew to
accommodate a part-time paid staff person, and is now an independent
organization.
Parent Action 4 Wellness is a statewide parent engagement network affiliated with Try This. PA4W launched more than a
dozen parent-led mini-grant programs in schools, helped start more than two dozen
wellness councils, and consulted with more than 70 schools statewide to improve parent
engagement, gather grant dollars, or spread best practices for health and wellness. A
parent in Cabell County, Jenny Anderson is the founder of PA4W and was supported as a
VISTA worker through Try This for two years to focus on growing the network until it was
self-sustaining. In 2017, Jenny Anderson became the Director of Families Leading Change
and continues to create opportunities for families to lead strategies to improve child
wellness.
Opportunities to support additional regional and statewide networks continue to grow within Try This. Although no data
was collected on these activities as part of the evaluation, food cooperatives, physical activity networks, regional
conferences, and second stage grants are part of the strategy of Try This to encourage expanding local level leadership
and collaboration to regional and statewide efforts.
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Additional Indirect Impact of Try This
Try This resulted in additional indirect impacts, including increased hope and inspiration, reemergence of a sense of community, and development of skills and capacity. These operated on
two dimensions, there were changes both in perceptions of personal impact and perceptions of
the impact on communities.

Hope and Inspiration
A result of the combined activities of Try This is an increase in hope and inspiration. Of course, there
are no sessions at the conference that are called, "how to be hopeful," inspiration is the most
recognized indirect outcome identified by participants. Across the session breakout evaluations
comments (2015-2016), there were 90 references about how Try This moved participants and
inspired hope. For the question on the session evaluations, "I was moved or inspired," the average
score in 2015 was 4.76 and in 2016 was 4.36 (where 5 is the highest score).
Interview 18 explained what the conference means to them,
"This has been personally a rough year for me and I absolutely can't wait to go to Try
This....I can't wait to go because I know that I'm going to be revived. I know that I'm going
to say to myself, 'This is why we do this.' I'm going to come home and I'm going to feel
great. Now for how long, who knows? I'll take any feeling great moments that I can get."

Further evidence from the survey supports that Try This inspires hope, personally.
81% agreed, "Because of Try This, I feel more hopeful about the possibilities of community
change."

Because of Try This, I feel more hopeful about the
possibilities of community change (n=337)
3% 2%

15%
33%

47%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
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33%

Agree

Agree
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Neither agree or disagree

Neither agree or disagree
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Disagree

Strongly disagree

Disagree
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Strongly disagree
5
1%
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81% also agreed that they "feel inspired by ideas and people they met through Try This."

I feel inspired by ideas and people I met through Try This
(n=337)
2%

2%

14%

41%
41%

Strongly agree
Strongly agree
138
40%

Agree
Agree
138
41%

Neither agree or disagree
Neither agree or disagree
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14%

Disagree
Disagree
6
2%

Strongly disagree
Strongly disagree
6
2%

Finally, 63% agreed, "because of Try This, I feel like I can or have inspired others."

I feel I can or have inspired others (n=337)
4% 2%

21%
31%
42%

Strongly agree

Strongly agree
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Agree

Agree
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42%

Neither agree or disagree

Neither agree or disagree
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Disagree

Strongly disagree

Disagree
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4%

Strongly disagree
7
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73% agreed or strongly agreed, Try This increases hope in my community.

Try This increases hope in my community (n=334)
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Disagree
6
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7
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From the survey,
"Watching and seeing West Virginian's determine what they want their communities to offer
going forward and then molding that vision into reality one project at a time. Very inspiring."
Throughout the interviews there were many references about how the standard refrain about
the culture in West Virginia is one of hopelessness, a quagmire of years of failures of the system,
of economic despair. But, almost universally, the interviews spoke to how Try This was a catalyst
for inspiring hope. Here is an excerpt from Interview 10:
"I think everyone has to find their passion because once you find your passion, you can do
anything. One of the main [things at the] conferences that I really liked... I went to this
breakout session and it was on ... It was spiritual. My faith is where I have a strong faith in
God, and I feel He kind of helps you find your passion and helps you make a difference in the
world...Actually at church that's our mission is just to live to make a difference. I feel like this
Try This conference is exactly, you live to make a difference no matter if it's the grant you
write, or the participation or the hands that dig the holes and plant the seeds."
Finally, from Interview 10:
"I love the community. I've never left. I married my high school sweetheart. We have three
teenagers so I want to see this community prosper. I want to see it have jobs. I want to see
my grandkids live here someday, so personally it makes me kind of see that there is hope.
There could be a future with all the grants and just the availability and the eye-opening
[experience] of the Try This conference kind of helps you see, okay, we can do some things
here. It's not ... We could hopefully get some sidewalks built. We can do some more
playgrounds. We can make it a safe environment where kids feel loved and feel safe."
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COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: WYOMING COUNTY STUDENTS AGAINST DESTRUCTIVE DECISIONS

Kathy Brunty (mentor) and the Students Against Destructive Decisions (SADD) in Wyoming
County started with a group of six members in 2011. Although initially discouraged with the
small number of interested youth, Kathy kept in mind an old saying from her mother, "Don't
despise small beginnings." Kathy, with the help of her staff and volunteers, nurtured and
empowered the kids to take on ever-increasing responsibility for developing and implementing
the ideas in the community.
"And we formed that [SADD] in 2011 and it is just a youth mentoring
program. And from there ... these youth just started wanting to be more
active. We have received reports that Wyoming County was worst on
the list for obesity, just several things... And the SADD group...a lot of the
youth looked at me and said 'This is not acceptable' and I was like 'I
totally agree but what are you gonna do about it?'"
In 2014, the Wyoming SADD chapter received a $2500 grant from Try This to organize a youth health coalition and support
running and biking teams. They applied again in 2015, and received $1500 to sponsor a 5K, martial arts classes, sponsor an
additional biking event, and sponsor a women's self-defense class. Although Try This is not directly responsible for all of the
outcomes, and they were not able to meet all of their stated goals, they were able to leverage resources in their community and
this is a partial list of what happened next:
•
They organized a Zombie 5K and Color Run
•
They purchased bikes and helmets organize that can be reused in the community, and organized rides
•
They organized outdoor movies
•
They organized a princess tea party with activities to embolden self-esteem in girls
•
They organized a sock hop dance and a masquerade ball to promote awareness of dating violence
•
They received a van from a local foundation and now it travels to hard to reach places in the county providing healthy
meals snacks, physical activities and sharing prevention messages during the summer months .
•
They collaborated with multiple community organizations to leverage resources and make these activities possible,
including the Board of Education, churches, local businessmen, the Department of Health and Human Resources, and
local and state law enforcement (to name a few)
•
They were able to get buildings and materials donated to create two community youth centers
•
They presented at the Try This conference, state capitol, and in Puerto Rico
•
The won the 2015-16 National SADD chapter of the year
•
A young participant ran for the state House of Delegates (and lost by only 56 votes)
•
They have been approached by other chapters in the state and internationally to share ideas
•
In 2017, they have over 600 members in SADD
•
They leverage a total of $9100 in cash and non-cash donations as a result of the 2014 activities, and $41,100 (cash and
non-cash) as well as 1,040 volunteer hours in 2015
In 2016, they applied again, and received $2000 to continue to engage youth in the community in healthy activities, continue the
martial arts program, create a mobile activity van, carry out a grant-writing workshop in the community, and expand the SADD's
got POWER youth coalition. The final report for the 2016-2017 was not available at the time we wrote this report. However,
Kathy discussed with us what Try This gives them:
"Being a part of Try This, it's good to know you're not alone. Because sometime when you're working in your county or
working on a project, like I said I started with 6, it's good to know that other people have that vision, and they want to create
a positive change. Try This has definitely inspired me and given us all kinds of new ideas. You come back [from the
conference] tired but energized."
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Wyoming SADD Continued…Finally, a story on the impact of being able to share stories and ideas:

"I think Wyoming County is a prime example - if you make the right connections, which Try This was for us - if you
follow leadership in which Try This offered you can make positive changes. And it doesn't take a thousand people it
just takes a few with vision, and then people to lead you. Try This provided that. You know Chris, Stephen, Kate,
are a phone call away. And that is so important because you know they're busy people, but the highlight of that is
state leadership... and for Wyoming County, we're from the worst on any list, and it was really exhilarating to see
those youth excel to the first in the nation, and it opened a lot of eyes. I've had people...contact me and want to
become SADD advisors. One group that won an award at the state conference this past year said, 'This is because
of you all. You guys inspired us that we could do it too.' And that was really, it meant a lot because awards in hand,
plaques in hands, doesn't change a life, but when you know you're inspiring other people like 'Try This' does, that's
what it's all about, it really is.

So, where is this leading?
To what extent can Try This, and its ripple effects, help lead to a culture in West Virginia that
supports and sustains health and helps moves WV up from the bottom of the list? The
evaluation process (the interviews, the survey, reviewing existing evaluation documents) also
point to two additional steps toward this goal. Key in the process of participatory community
development is a sense of community belonging, and a platform by which to mobilize to action.
Increased feelings of "community"
The surveys and interviews point to a renewed sense of community.
1. A personal sense of connection to community
2. A revival of a sense of community belonging
3. A growing identity of Try This as a community
54% of survey respondents indicated that they agree or strongly agree that they "feel a greater
sense of belonging in their community" because of Try This.
78% of survey respondents indicated that they agree or strongly agree that they "feel like I am
part of something larger than myself" because of Try This.
"Our project is in a highly visible area along WV RT 10 in
West Hamlin, many of the adults living in this area had
played of the field as young children until the field was
abandoned, and just became grown up in trees, brush and
weeds. Upon clearing the field and while working on it
several people got to talking about their
past memories of the park and how they
would like for their children and grandkids
to get to play upon it. As our project
continues to develop we hope to drawn
more attention the new types of activity,
such as volley ball, soccer, and soft ball
games. A walking track around the field
that will be later paved for wheel chair use
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with raised bed garden and fruit trees which will be planted to make it even more valuable."Survey respondent 2017
Multiple people interviewed said that participating in Try This activities, and transforming the
space in local communities, was starting to make communities thrive again and restoring a sense
of community.
The stories from two interviews were particularly compelling.
"There is such a strong sense of ... We accept everybody, this community, and it means that if
you need help, we're here to help you. There's just mutual shared sense of we're all in this
together, and we love this state, and we want to make it better. There's multiple people that I
met at the conference or saw what they were doing, and it's now very much on my radar. If
we were ever in a place where we could help each other ... There's just this understanding
that we're involved in similar missions….What I think is really special about that market is
that it has such a strong sense of community. "- Interview 4
"Try This really supported us in getting the community engaged, getting them knowledgeable
that they're out there. Then us, we're encouraging the physical activity. We're encouraging
get out and know your community members.
What I found is the Harrison Rail Trails, it's a
community all of its own. We're out there and
we're supporting each other. I don't go by
somebody on the trail and ignore them and
I've been always like this. Every person I see
on the trail I say, "Hi, how are you?" Make it
into that community. That's what I'm finding
is we're kind of creating our own community
out there, supporting each other.
I'm seeing impacts on a variety of levels. I'm
seeing other people coming out from the
community saying, ‘I want to help.’ That and
then the city saying, ‘Okay, we're interested,
and we're listening, and we're talking about it
in our town council meetings.’ ...I have been
very focused on trying to get people
physically active, eating healthier. We're not
all perfect so let's move into this healthy
lifestyle. Yes. What I'm seeing is increased
community engagement, people are out
walking, walking their dogs, with their babies, riding their bicycles. People are on the trails.
…raising that physical activity, creating healthy lifestyles, improving our economic situation,
bringing our communities back together so that we're actual communities. That we're not
afraid to step out our door and go for a walk. I want safety. I want these safe, beautiful green
ways that people can come out and find what I find, which is inner healing, joy, and peace.
When I'm outdoors that's what I feel. More people need to connect with nature again. It's all
the great things that come around it are just a bonus."- Interview 9
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The road to building "community" is not always smooth. From Interview 8:
"We've been really trying to engage to other communities. It's so hard to do that up here, but
it's starting to have little chinks that are appearing, so we believe that something will come of
that. That's how that started.... The reality is just because it's a good idea doesn't mean that
you're going to get any assistance from your community on that. The garden is a great idea. It
doesn't mean that anybody's going to ever come and pull a weed or do anything with it. It
also made me realize that we really have a problem."
The evaluation team attended a community conversation the night before Interview 8. The
conversation started where many communities begin, the need to transform the environment,
the challenges of maintaining their communities where young people are leaving, elderly cannot
maintain properties, the challenges with education, substance abuse, and food access- and
where the sense of community and pride in that community seems to be fading. But the
moderator (our interview 8), drawing from the mantra of Try This, "It's Up To Us"...no politician,
institution, or industry is coming to save our community...turned to her group and asked, "so,
what are YOU going to do about it?"
One community recounted how that at first, they struggled to find support, but once they saw
the results, they became strong allies.
"At first people were like, 'can you believe they are using money for this? Look at the
potholes.' You know, things like that. I think they are learning now that these grants are made
for these things, like I know whenever I first started the playground it was an open field so
some people wanted things, because we brought kids down there initially and asked 'what do
you want here?' So, that is really how I got it started and then you have a lot of people in the
community, like 'it’s a waste of money.' So, the hear after we really got going I had a few
people from the community come and apologize and say that actually it is great and people
have donated flowers." - Interview 12
Finally, across data sources, there was a consensus that Try This itself is emerging and evolving as
a community identity. Much of the data collection for this evaluation occurred in the months
leading up to the annual conference in June 2017. Many of the community members and
stakeholders interviewed talked about what the conference means to them. Again, these
excerpts from the interviews highlight the feelings of community WITHIN Try This:
"I have always liked that connectedness of West Virginia. I think it just brought it home
more... Then I take another look at it and oh wow, it's this huge group of people that are all
doing something. It's like looking under a microscope at a bunch of bacteria moving around.
It's all energized. It really is... If you come away from there and are not revved up to make a
change in where you live, there is something seriously wrong with you, seriously. I think you
need to be stripped of your West Virginia citizenship due to that. It is. It's just it is that way.
You come away from there with friendships and it's a wonderful thing." - Interview 8
"[Try This is] creating a sense of place in West Virginia and every community so that is
something that everyone can relate to, no matter what, and people want to do more."Interview 1
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“I can't wait to go because I know
that I'm going to be revived. I
know that I'm going to say to
myself, 'This is why we do this.' I'm
going to come home and I'm going
to feel great.” - Interview 18
"The conference is this spiritual
experience for people who care
about their communities, and for
one time a year are surrounded by
people who love their communities
as desperately as they do, and that
alone is where a lot of the
connection gets sparked." Interview 6
The final quote was not in a formal interview, but the community conversation referenced above
about how to improve the opportunities for health for its residents. The leader was explaining
Try This as the entity that financially supported the conversations, but also what Try This IS. She
said of the conference,
"It is like a big family reunion."

Action: Is Try This a movement?
As with the other indirect effects of Try This, motivation to action occurs both on a personal level
and within communities. The Try This conference focuses on building skills, capacity, and
networks in order to inspire and motivate communities to take action. Each year, there are also
conference sessions on community organizing, leading community conversations, and thinking
bigger. Within the conference session evaluations open comments, there were 40 specific
references to taking what they learned and applying it in communities 2015 and 34 references in
2016.
"The inspirational support is high and strong. I feel I can do/try ideas for fun, health and
community at home." Conference Session Evaluation 2015
"Gave me the confidence to just start the garden. Can be overwhelming so this helped make it
less intimidating"- Conference Session Evaluation 2016
"Enthusiasm breeds enthusiasm! Ready to go home and get started! Thanks!" Conference
Session Evaluation 2016
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From the survey:
51% agreed or strongly agreed that because of Try This, they are working more for
community change than before they were aware of Try this

Because of Try This, I am working more for
community change than before I became aware of
Try This (n=337)
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2%
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35%
31%
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Strongly agree
66
20%

Agree

Agree
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31%

Neither agree or disagree
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Neither agree or disagree
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35%
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Disagree
39
12%

Strongly disagree
8
2%

89% agreed or strongly agreed that Try This is building a movement that can help create
healthier communities
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create a healthier community (n=337)
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Mini-grants are designed to both encourage collaboration and help communities move from idea
to action. However, things do not always go smoothly. Sometimes, action can stall due to
unexpected challenges with implementing grants or things outside of the control of mini-grant
teams and communities. In the final reports submitted by mini-grant recipients, nearly every
project leader reported at least one challenge that they had to resolve to complete their goals, or
they had to shift goals due to unforeseen circumstances. Of the survey respondents who
attended the conference, 23% said they attended to find ways to get past roadblocks to the goals
of their community project.
"I am more inspired to create a larger change than I initially thought about and to pull in the
community and continue growing this vision." Survey respondent 2017
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Ripple Effects
The three-year goals of Try This represented in this report are centered on activities and support
communities to support healthy behaviors. During the first three years, community projects,
community building and collaboration, and leveraging resources (both personal and collective)
were often focused on making environmental changes that made it easier for
communities/residents to make healthy choices. However, there is some evidence that Try This
had ripple effects that went beyond first stage environmental changes including some reported
changes in personal health behavior and policy and systems changes at an organizational level.
Because these changes were not a part of the specific goals stated for years 2014-2016, and data
were not collected to assess outcomes, we report on these ripples based on the self-reported
data in the online survey and what could be determined from the final reports of mini-grantees.
These ripples are discussed below.

Personal Transformation
Personal transformation for the purposes of this report refer to positive changes that occurred in
participants' lives that they attribute in whole or in part to participating in Try This. This may
include developing or refining personal skills and capacity, or improved confidence. It also may
refer to reported improvements in their personal health, or a self-reported description of a
change in participants’ personal life that they attributed to Try This. We used the online survey
and interviews outlined in Appendix A to assess personal transformation.

Personal Skills and Capacity
The evaluation assessed if participants perceived Try This as contributing to their own personal
skills and capacity.

Supporting Skill Building: The Try This Conference
The annual Try This conference allows for multiple opportunities for individuals to begin to think
about the skills necessary to build healthier communities, to attend "how-to" breakout sessions,
and to hear from and talk to others who have successfully implemented projects and overcome
barriers. The sessions at the Try This conference are designed to allow participants opportunities
to understand skills and develop confidence in their own ability to accomplish projects and
changes in their community to improve opportunities for healthier choices. From the conference
breakout session evaluations for 2015 and 2016, on a scale of of 5= "strongly agree" to 1=
"strongly disagree," attendees were asked to assess how attending the conference impacted
their personal skills and capacity:
•

"I feel better equipped to advance a project in my community in this area" average score,
4.6

•

"I found a new resource (website, tool, funding source, etc.) to take back to my
community" average score, 4.64

•

"I learned a new skill to take back to my community" average score, 4.52

The comments on the breakout evaluations also reflect new knowledge, skills, and resources.
There were 60 references to knowledge gained, 66 to increased awareness of resources and
tools, and 27 to feelings of increased capacity.
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Similarly, the Try This Website has 100’s of ideas and “how-to” opportunities for communities,
building a resource toolkit to show communities step by step how to build the collective skills and
capacity to complete projects. As stated above, 77% agree or strongly agree that the Try This
website is a valuable tool for ideas and resources.
All survey respondents were asked four questions on the survey to assess skills, capability and
ability to solve problems that they could attribute to Try This.

I feel more equipped to help my community
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Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree or Disagree Disagree
Strongly Disagree
139
96
10
6
41%
28%
3%
2%
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I gained skills that I can use to work on healthy
projects (n=337)
1%
5%
23%

35%

36%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree or Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree Agree
Neither Agree or Disagree Disagree
Strongly Disagree
78
120
117
17
5
23%
36%
35%
5%
1%

I am more capable (n=335)
4% 2%

13%

46%

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
Agree
39
13%

Agree

35%

Neither Agree or Disagree

Neither Agree or
Disagree
106
35%

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
140
46%

12
4%

8
2%
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Try This helped me to figure out solutions to
barriers (n=334)
7% 2%

17%

41%
33%

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
57
17%

Agree
110
33%

Agree

Neither Agree or Disagree

Disagree

Neither Agree or Disagree
137
41%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree
24
7%

Strongly Disagree
6
2%

Survey respondents who were part of mini-grant teams were also asked to rate specific skills that
participating in Try This help to build. They were asked to rate each skill from 0= never done this
to 100=I am confident I can do this on 17 items. All 17 had an average score of over 50.

Try This helped develop my skills and resources as a leader
including (0=never done this to 100= I am confident I can do this):
Help design a local project
Identify and find resources to help us
Pull together a team to carry out a local project
Help interest others in working on a project
Document information about our project goals
Work with others in a shared vision of health in our…
Collaborate with others in my community
Get things done in my community
Ask for money or other resources from community…
Serve in a leadership role on projects
Organize and/or lead a meeting related to my project
Write or helped write a grant application
Create ways to spread the word about a specific…
Create ways to spread the word about the movement…
Prioritize projects in my community
Work with local officials to clear the way for health…
Inventory what my community needs
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60.9
59.6
59.4
58.7
58.4
57.6
56.8
56.7
55.6
55
55
54.4
54.4
54.3
52.4
51.9
48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62
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Personal skill development often translates to sharing these skills with the community. One
potential area to grow sustainability is to build programs and support projects that engage youth
and connects them to adults to foster personal skill development and build leadership and
confidence.
"Teachers and students were very excited to have school gardens and projects like
vermiculture. Having resources to expand group activities caused a ripple effect that lead to
more excitement in the classroom when we talked about the ecosystem, how we all are
within it and the questions of how the children will change the world for the better when they
grow up." Survey Respondent 2017
Building personal leadership and confidence
Goal: Locate natural leaders and give them empowering experiences.
A closer look at the skills outlined above for survey respondents that are specific to leadership
indicates of the respondents who participated in mini grants, many attributed confidence in
completing those skills to their participation in Try This. Specifically, questions that asked how
Try This helped them to develop skills ranked on a scale of 0=never done to 100=I am confident I
can do this set of skills, where confidence was ranked as 50 or above,
•

60% to "pull together a team to carry out a local project"

•

63% could "identify and find resources to help carry out a project,"

•

52% to organize and lead a meeting related to their project,"

•

62% to "help interest others in working on a project,"

•

54% "serve in a leadership role on projects"

Of all survey respondents:
•

52% agreed or strongly agreed that Try This impacted their "confidence in their ability to
get things done,"

•

64% agreed or strongly agreed they "feel like they can or have inspired others,"

•

64% agreed or strongly agreed they "convinced others to work for a healthier
community."

Essentially, of those survey respondents who participated in mini-grant teams, over half indicated
that Try This had a moderate to significant impact on skills related to personal leadership and
skills.
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COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: WESTON, WV IS TRANSFORMING

Weston is a small, rural community with a population of only 4,200. The town struggles with
economic development and lack of jobs despite being close to the larger cities such as Morgantown
and Clarksburg. While the community has found some success in tourism from the Trans-Allegheny
Lunatic Asylum, Museum of American Glass, and The Mountaineer Military Museum, some
community members tend to focus more on the negative elements of the community. Some local
citizens want to bring a positive transformation to their hometown by becoming involved with Try
This. As Weston improves its’ physical space with natural playgrounds, outdoor classrooms, and an
urban orchard, at least one resident, found that she has transformed as well.

Photo by evaluation team

The Mayor of Weston, Julia Spelsberg, is the spirit behind the town’s Try This projects where the grants came from.
Although negative feedback started when the playgrounds were being created, community members have noticed a
positive change to the empty lots where children can now be active and have fun. Many of those who had concerns now
contribute to create these positive changes. This transformation happened not only because of what the mayor has
accomplished, but how she went about it. She encourages members of the community to take ownership in developing
projects. This sharing of leadership and empowerment led one young woman, Nastausha Hefner, to develop her own
sense of leadership. As the project manager for the Willow Creek Natural Playground and Outdoor Classroom, she
admits that growing up, she did not think a lot about being involved in her community. However, as an emerging leader,
she cares deeply about it. You can see it in the way she gets excited talking about what is happening in Weston and how
others, like the city workers, are beginning to come to the table with input and new ideas about how to do things. She is
learning from the Mayor – when someone has an idea, give them ownership of that idea. As she put it, “I think Try This
has given a lot of people a sense of ownership. They have a say in what is happening in the community and are able to
voice their suggestions. I feel this is great, because I like to listen to what people have to say and work with them to
accomplish projects together.” In addition to the transformations in Weston’s physical environment, she sees positive
transformations in herself. She is more involved in the community now and enjoys interacting with others.

Photo by evaluation team. Julia Spelsberg. Mayor of Weston.

Try This helped “my communication skills tremendously…because literally, I started
working as the Project Manager because of the Try This Conference and had never
networked the way I do now. My Try This contacts have been so nice and helpful. They
told me, “email us, we don’t care how many times.” When we first started the design
of the playground, I don’t know how many times I messaged Laura. They have a lot of
knowledge about how to get volunteers, how to keep them; and how to work with
other community leaders; which was very helpful. Really, many of the ways I’ve
changed and how vital I want to be to the community came from the guidance of Julia
and the Try This conference. From this experience, I decided to continue bettering
myself and further my education. I have started obtaining my Masters in Integrated
Marketing Communications from West Virginia University. I have received much
support from my co-workers at SJMH and Try This. Being asked to do something like
this was a huge deal to me. I have become more professional and open to helping my
community.

From her perspective, Try This helped her grow from a shy bystander to a very involved and motivated leader in her
community.
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Weston Continued…

Another project team leader, Kristi Gannon, who grew up in,
and loves Weston, felt discouraged hearing outsiders come
to her community and react negatively to the physical
environment. She said that the work they have done
through Try This “makes me kind of see that there is hope.”
This optimism emerged through the partnerships and
interactions with the hospital, city, WVU Extension and
schools. The most recent project completed in Weston is the
addition of the urban orchard. The team bought 50 fruit
trees and 20 fruit bushes that were planted by botany and
science classes from the local high school.
With Try This as their springboard, this community has pulled together and donated their time and
resources to help these projects become a reality. They see the families and members of the community
utilizing the new spaces to enhance the well-being of the community and feel accomplished. They do not
want to stop there.

Personal health
Finally, although Try This primarily operates to transform community health, the survey included
a single question to assess if respondents perceived a change in their personal health as a result
of experiences with Try This.

Because of Try This, I take better care of my own
health (n=334)
2%
4%
22%

35%

37%

Stongly Disagree

Disagreee

Neither Agree or Disagree

Neither Agree or
Strongly Agree Agree
Disagree
72
124
22%
37%

Agree

Disagree
117
35%

14
4%

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree
8
2%
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"I am not the healthiest person and I was so inspired last week at the Try This Conference.
Next year when I attend I want to be an example and be able to show the changes I have
made. I also found the determination that I needed. I am making changes in my life and in my
families lives so we can be healthier. Then maybe we can be examples for our community."Survey Respondent 2017
"I personally have lost a few pounds. drink more water, better food choices. With those few
changes, I weaned off my hypertension meds." - Survey Respondent 2017
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Interpersonal Environment
Behaviors related to health occur in the context of individual’s interpersonal relationships.
Family, friends, co-workers, clubs/organizations, places of worship, and other opportunities for
individuals to have consistent and influential contacts with others, may all play a role in health
decisions, reinforcing healthy choices, and providing social support and encouragement. This
evaluation did not specifically assess the direct impact of Try This on these areas, however, there
were four survey questions that assessed the respondents general perceptions of how supportive
their close interpersonal environment was of health. The questions below provide a basic
understanding of how survey respondents perceive support for healthy behaviors in their
interpersonal environment. This will provide a baseline for future assessments.

Perceived Interpersonal Health Environment
0%

My family supports healthy behaviors
My friends support healthy behaviors

20%

37%
26%

60%

27%

45%
29%

My workplace
supports healthy
behaviors
29%

My organization
supports healthy
behaviors
45%

A lot

28%

A moderate amount
A Little

80%

23%

38%

My organization supports healthy
behaviors
My workplace supports healthy behaviors

40%

27%
30%

28%

100%
10%1%
3%
8%1%
1%

15% 5%
0%
5%
19%

9% 2% 12%

My friends support
healthy behaviors

My family supports
healthy behaviors

26%

37%

30%

38%

27%

19%

15%

27%

23%

9%

5%

8%

10%

None at all

2%

0%

1%

1%

Does not apply

12%

5%

1%

3%

A great deal
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Evaluation of Program Elements
Try This Conference
The Try This annual conference occurs in June. To date, Try This
has held four statewide annual conferences beginning in 2014.
Try This professional staff coordinate volunteer presenters and
conference volunteer staff to implement all of the conference
activities. The conference has three core components. The
opening session both welcomes newcomers and veteran Try
This participants and allows communities time to highlight their
successes during “shout outs.” Conference breakout sessions
are offered on Friday afternoon and Saturday morning. The
breakout sessions are a mixture of “how to’s,” an opportunity
to develop skills and capacity for problem solving,
implementation, leveraging resources, sharing ideas and
learning from others, physical activities that serve as easy
examples that people can do at home or in a group, and
advocacy. Finally, the conference encourages and creates
activities specifically designed to allow participants the
opportunity to engage with strangers and network with others
from across the state to share ideas, experiences, and inspire
one another. The Try This motto, “It’s up to us” resonates
throughout all of the conference activities, echoing
the sentiment that lasting change must be
grassroots driven, that the people of West Virginia
are experts in their own communities, and to use
the momentum of the Try This movement to go
back to their communities and get started. In
2016-2017 Try This also started holding regional
meetings to offer more opportunities for people to
network locally. Of the online survey respondents,
37% said that they had attended a regional
meeting and 43% said that they would attend one
in their area.
The conference attendance grew each year. In 2014, there were 419 attendees, in 2015 there
were 524, and in 2016 there were 542 attendees. The number of conference attendees who
completed the online survey is represented in red and parentheses below. Online survey
respondents who did not attend the conference in any year equaled 114.
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= (Online survey respondents)
= Total attendees

2014

(53)/419
2015
(78)/524
2016
(123)/542
2017
(112)/581
Each year, the Try This conference offers breakout sessions that allow communities to hear
stories from communities that have implemented projects, ask questions and problem solve, and
get ideas. During the first three years, Try This conference breakout sessions reflected Try This
goals to create opportunities for physical activity and access to fresh foods (environmental
changes). Many sessions were specific to these strategies, and others discussed them as a part of
other topics. Below is a summary of physical activity and access to fresh food session by year.
Note: There were 40 breakout sessions offered each year.
Physical Activity
Sessions
2015
2016
2017

21
21
23

Access to Fresh Foods
23
23
19

Conference sessions also touched on other topics to lay the foundation for the skills to foster
collaboration in and among communities, to develop skills related to writing grants, developing
and managing media/social media presence, and with increasing emphasis in later years on how
to influence policy at various levels.
Of online survey respondents, the reasons stated for attending the conference included (n=135):
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Why did you attend the Try This conference?
(check all that apply)
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
To meet and
network with
other like
minded West
Virginians

To get new
project ideas

To qualify for
mini-grant
funding

I attended as a To recharge and To find ways to
presenter
get inspired
get past
roadblocks to the
goals of my
community
project

The online survey also queried about any lasting impact of the people respondents met at the Try
This conference or regional meeting (n=130).
50%

What is the lasting impact of the people you met at a Try This
conference or regional meeting? (check all that apply)

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
I feel less alone I collaborate
I made new
in my
more with
friends and
community work people in my acquaintances at
because I know community
Try This
there are West because of Try
Virginians doing
This
the same kinds
of things

I contacted
I regularly
I exchanged
someone I met exchange ideas,
contact
at the Try This
stories,
information with
conference for roadblocks, and someone I plan
advice and/or successes with to contact in the
information
at least one
future
person I met at
through the Try
This conference

No lasting
impact
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We asked if anything happened as a result of attending the Try This conference or regional
meeting (n=90). Although not great in number, there were some tangible financial benefits and
new partners, idea sharing as a result of attending the conference.

Did any of the following happen as a result of attending the
Try This conference or regional meeting?
60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Someone we met Someone we met Though we did Someone we met People from our Somebody wants
through Try This through the Try not have Try This through Try This
community
to copy/is
provided
This conference funding, we were provided us with helped or gave
copying our
additional
or regional inspired to start a advice and/or advice to people
project
funding for our meeting led us to new project
support to our
from other
community
additional
community that communities
Project
funding sources
we used

In addition, each year, Try This asked participants to complete both session specific and overall
conference evaluations. The evaluation team had access to the breakout session evaluations for
2015 and 2016 and calculated the overall score for the sessions on seven key areas linked to Try
This goals that were assessed as part of the standard process evaluation that occurs annually.
Scores were determined by averaging the scores for individual sessions throughout the
conference where 5=strongly agree and 1= strongly disagree.

I heard strategies, ideas, or advice I can bring back to my community.
I feel better equipped to advance a project in my community in this area.
I found someone (presenter or fellow participant) I want to follow-up with.
I thought the presentations were clear and helpful.
I found a new resource (website, tool, funding source, etc.) to take back to
my community.
I learned a new skill to take back to my community.
I was moved or inspired.

2015

2016

4.85
4.65
4.59
4.83
4.72

4.76
4.55
4.41
4.74
4.56

4.54
4.76

4.50
4.36
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There was a slight, but not statistically significant decline from 2015 to 2016 in scores for each
category.
Within the comments on the breakout session evaluations, most comments across years focused
on generally positive responses to the conference. Below are the conceptual breakdowns of the
comments for each year of the conference that were included in this report. The larger the box,
the greater the proportion of comments about that topic. Over the years, topics included
generally positive comments, comments about conference logistics, references to ideas,
resources, capacity growth, knowledge learned, networking with others, ideas or understanding
of policy, ideas or skills related to acquiring funding, branding and marketing, addressing barriers,
and motivation to act and or specific ideas that attendees referenced that they would utilize in
their communities.
Comments from conference breakout sessions 2014

In all three years, generally positive comments, inspiration and energy, and getting ideas led the
comments for the breakout sessions. In the second year, conference attendees began offering
more ideas for conference logistics to make things go smoother. Also, each year, references in
the comments about resources, motivation to act, policy, and addressing barriers began to grow.
Finally, in the final year analyzed as part of the evaluation, attendees began to mention specific
ideas that they planned to utilize in their own communities.
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Comments from conference breakout sessions 2015

Comments from conference breakout sessions 2016
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The online survey also asked what respondents liked best about the Try This conference and the
most frequent response was networking followed by feeling inspired. Across data sources
(online survey, interviews, and document analysis of conference evaluations collected each year),
there were also general suggestions for logistics and flow, and broader suggestions for improving
the conference overall. These are discussed in the recommendations and ideas on the horizon
sections later in the report.
Try This for Healthcare Professionals (Pre) Conference
Medical professions who attended and were inspired by the Try This
conference, and in 2017, healthcare partners from across the state
implemented a single day gathering to share ideas and experiences
implementing evidence-based strategies to reduce chronic-disease and
engage patients and communities in health. Participants can receive
professional education credits for attending and were encouraged to
stay for the full Try This conference that starts the day after the
Healthcare Professionals Conference. In 2017, there were 117
attendees.

Online Resources
A cornerstone of Try This is the website, on which there are hundreds of ideas that communities
could implement depending on their goals, resources, and capacity. As with the other resources
of Try This, the emphasis of the website focuses on environmental strategies related to physical
activity and access to fresh, healthy foods. The website has evolved and grown over the years as
the needs and interests of Try This has expanded. It currently also includes ideas to improve
community collaboration, policy and infrastructure, funding opportunities (internal to Try This
and external), how to connect programs to faith, and programs specific to seniors. The website
also has links to the community checklist, conference sign-up, and mini-grant applications. The
Try This Facebook page serves as a complementary strategy that allows participants the
opportunity to network and collaborate, share ideas, ask for assistance, and market events. As
part of the evaluation, online survey participants were asked about their use of online resources.
This included how often and why they use these online resources.

Try This Website (n=324)
Most online survey respondents said they heard about the Try This website from someone they
knew (37%) or at the Try This conference (33%). Ninety percent said they would recommend the
Try This website to a friend who wants to work on healthier communities, and 77% said they
agreed or strongly agreed that the Try This website is a valuable tool for ideas and resources.
Although most comments from the survey were favorable, some users of the website found the
layout difficult to navigate. Below is a summary of questions about how often respondents used
the website and how they used it.
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How often do you visit the Try This website?
180
158

160
140
120
99

100
80
60

46

40
20

20
0

1

Daily

A few times a
week

A few times a
month

Less than once a
month

Never

Most survey respondents indicated that they use the website to see what other West Virginians
are doing to make their communities healthier and to get project ideas.
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Reasons you use the Try This website (n=303)
To see what other West Virginians are doing to make
their communities healthier

203

To get inspiration/encouragement

157

To get project ideas

176

For "how-to" information on my projects

113

To register for the Try This conference

156

To get information on mini-grants

145

To get ideas on funding projects in my community

112

I have not used it

34

0

50

100

150

200

250

Social Media
Overall, more survey respondents indicated that they do not use the Facebook page than the
website. Of the people who said they do not use the Facebook group, 90 said they did not know
about it, and of those, 48 said that now they know, they intend to join.

How often do you visit the Try This Facebook Group?
140

130

120
100
78

80

69

60
37

40
20
7

0
Daily

A few times a
week

A few times a
month

Less than once a
month

Never

The survey asked respondents to indicate how they use the Facebook page. Mini-grant recipients
are asked to post updates on their projects on the Facebook page so that others can get ideas, to
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celebrate their successes, and to ask for assistance. The response choices included both passive
use, in which they are watching and reading the posts, and active use in which they are also
actively engage in posting themselves. Of the 346 survey respondents, 185 used the Facebook
page on a regular or semi-regular basis. Most were passive users. The ways that these
respondents used Facebook are outlined below.

Reasons you use the Try This Facebook Group: Passive Use (n=185)

To learn about other community projects

141

To get ideas

114

To see positive news

137

To get information on events

124

To see what other West Virginians are doing to
make their communities healthier

120

To be inspired

110

To see pictures of Try This mini-grant projects

92

To meet other like-minded West Virginians

58

It reminds me I am part of a movement

64

To ask questions or get advice

25

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160
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Most active users post things that they think others would find useful.
Reasons you use the Try This Facebook Group: Active Posting (n=185)

To post things I think others would find
useful

54

To post pictures or updates

38

To post jobs

8

To post information about events

39

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Finally, we asked online survey respondents what other methods of communication they would
like from Try This including a quarterly newsletter, videos, blogs, twitter, Instagram and
Snapchat. Most, 61% indicated they preferred a quarterly newsletter and 53% preferred videos.
The least preferred methods of communication were Snapchat (7%) and Twitter (17%).

Try This Mini-Grants
The Try This mini-grants allow communities to have financial support to implement healthy
projects. Key partners and agencies in Try This contribute money to fund Try This mini-grants. To
be eligible for a Try This mini-grant, community teams must include three or more partners and
attend the Try This conference in early summer. Applicants submit their proposal including goals,
budget, team members and responsibilities, and a timeline. Mini-grants were reviewed and
scored by members of the statewide steering committee and staff for relevance and potential for
impact, planning using SMART goals (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Timely),
experience and diversity of the team and the ability to achieve stated goals, and a stated
sustainability plan. In addition, mini-grant teams were asked to complete three supplemental
forms (Appendix H):
1. The Try This checklist is based on CDC recommendations for key environmental
community level strategies to address obesity and chronic disease. The checklist acts a
tool to help communities think through the feasibility of specific project ideas and the
priority areas for their community. It also guides communities through questions to
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assess their capacity to complete the projects, find and access resources and partners,
contributions of partners, and ability to garner support from public officials.
2. The Set a Good Example contract outlines organizational changes that partners in the
community may be able to commit to making in order to support and foster healthier
decisions related to physical activity and nutrition for staff. These may include offering
healthier food options and for increasing or promoting existing physical activity
opportunities.
3. The Long-term planning sheet helps communities to think through the resources needed
to commit to long-term changes in their community as an extension of their project, and
introduces the concept of policies, systems, and environmental changes.
Goals and budgets are assessed and if necessary, revised to reflect achievable milestones within
the grant period. Community teams selected for mini-grant funding sign Memorandums of
Understanding (MOUs) with Try This outlining the revised budget, goals, and any
expectations/commitments for teams. Beginning in 2016, most grantees committed to creating
“how-to” guides related to their project so they can share and disseminate their projects. A
helper is assigned to project teams. The helpers were Try This staff, statewide steering
committee members, and key partners who were meant to provide technical assistance, help
problem solve, offer encouragement, and connect communities with similar projects and barriers
to share ideas. Each team is expected to provide mid-year and final reports that include funds
used to date, progress on goals and achievable outcomes, barriers experienced, leveraged
resources, unexpected impacts and ripples, plans for sustainability, and next steps. Below is a
summary of funded mini-grants. The ways in which mini-grant projects impacted community
transformation through implementing environmental strategies (and the policy and systems
changes that were self-reported by grantees) to reduce obesity and chronic disease are discussed
in detail above.

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

TOTAL

Total Applications

46

75

81

202

Funded projects

42

53

55

150

$82,965

$96,779

$103,800

$283,544

$450-$3,000

$1000- $3,000

$500- $3,000

$450 - $3,000

Total funding
Total funded range

The initial three year period 2014-2017 of Try This supported 150 community minigrants, ranging from $450-$3,000. Leveraged resources and return on investment (for
2014-2015 and 2015-2016) are described above. The mini-grant process was often
described as the element of Try This that was both the match (giving communities the
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means to turn ideas into action) and the fuel (accounting for community and personal
transformation) for communities to move toward health.
"I think that the mini grants are particularly effective. They allow people in a
community to work together to determine what would be most beneficial. A
community that buys into a health promotion project is more likely to use it and to be
aware of other ways in which they can promote health through policy, systems, and
environment."- Survey respondent 2017
“When we collectively looked at the results on the Try This Checklist (we did it
individually and then shared to the group), we realized we really had a lot of
opportunities in all categories.”- Survey respondent 2017
“Without the Try This Conference and Mini-Grant Funding, we may have never gotten
off the ground. We had formed the non-profit years prior, but hadn't done anything
with it because we were lost as to where to find money and guidance.” Survey
respondent 2017
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Potential Areas Of Organizational Change
Issues, Ideas, & Recommendations
Many recommendations for the annual conference have been discussed with Try This staff
informally prior to the release of the report. Try This staff also recognized some potential areas of
improvement that were confirmed by the evaluation and were already actively working on
solutions. Try This allows for the flexibility to evolve in response to the expressed needs of its
partners/participants and as is possible with the organizational funding and staffing available. On
that note, below are the identified areas of growth. Some have specific recommendations, while
others were identified as issues without a specific recommendation, however all would need to
be addressed within the current structure of Try This leadership to ensure any solutions are
consistent with the long-term mission of Try This.

Conference Logistics
Although the conference was well-received each year, comments provided from the individual
sessions, overall evaluations, and on the online survey offered suggestions for improvement. The
most commonly cited areas of improvement are listed below:
1. Handouts- many session attendees would like information to take home and asked for a
simple handout with an outline of key points and recommendations. In addition, many
participants asked if the organizers could provide a contact list for all of the session
speakers so that contacting them for more information after the conference is easier.
2. Accessibility- although the accommodations on the campus of the Try This conference
are mostly viewed as comfortable, many expressed difficulty getting around if disabled or
elderly. Possible ways to improve this perception could be to allow more time between
conference sessions; think about each conference session, where is it located, is it
accessible; could volunteers provide assistance for those who self-identify needs?
3. Communication- There were two concerns regarding communication that were
specifically expressed. First, some newcomers were confused about what exactly Try
This is, and it was recommended that in the opening session, that there is a brief
explanation. Others indicated that they were confused about when and where sessions
were located, given the sheer amount of concurrent sessions. A recommendation would
be to create tracks that match interest and color code the session breakouts for specific
needs. For example, all sessions involving food access as the primary topic could be
green, all sessions related to physical activity, blue, and those related to organizing,
collaborating, or policy yellow.
4. Time- not having enough time was a theme that was repeated on many of the
conference evaluations and in the online survey. The issues expressed related to time
are:
a. There is not enough time between sessions
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b. Speakers in the shout-out and breakout sessions do not have time to tell a
complete story
c. Related to time, conference participants want to have more opportunities to go
in depth and really have hands on experiences
5. Space- As Try This continues to grow, they may outgrow the current conference location.
In 2017, there was an overflow room for the opening shout out session, and some felt it
affected the momentum and experience of the session. There is limited hotel space in
Buckhannon and although there are dormitory rooms available, the town itself may not
be able to support sustained growth of the conference.
The conference evaluations, online survey, and interviews all offered overall suggestions for
improving the conference.
1. Many people attend the conference multiple years (88 of 346 survey respondents, and
25 attended all 4 years). These veterans asked for an enhanced conference experience
that builds on the skills and connections of their previous conference and Try This
experiences. Statewide partner interviews and the survey also indicated ideas that they
would like to consider as Try This continues to grow. Some suggestions for growth
include:
a. The respondents across data collection indicated a desire to have further training
in things like grants management, finances, and becoming a 501(3)c. Although
this could be incorporated into the conference, Try This staff may consider other
ways to supplement grant writing with additional skills related to funding in other
settings or online. It was also suggested that some helpers act as technical
advisers for issues related to grants management and reporting.
b. Help communities to understand and identify programs that work. This would
include programs that work on several levels.
i. The gold standard is evidence-based programs, in which there is research
to show the intervention is related to improved health outcomes.
Breakout sessions could be built to help communities know what
evidence-based “programs that work” means, how to find them, how
much it costs to implement them, and what, if any, modifications in
delivery or content can be tailored to their community.
ii. Another important feature of programs that work include making sure
they will be (relatively) easy to implement in and accepted by the
community. Try This communities already do much of this. Because Try
This communities use local resources, garner local support, and plan
programs based on needs identified from within the community, they are
much more likely to be accepted. Part of creating a strong base to show
that they are working means careful documentation with evaluation
outcomes. Try This mini-grant reports captures some of this, but it
should be emphasized in conference sessions to make sure that the
evidence is available for Try This staff to demonstrate effectiveness to
external funders on this level. Communities entering into their 2nd, 3rd, 4th
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year of Try This funding and beyond should have additional evaluation
reporting expectations.
iii. Finally, we recommend considering partnering more closely with
academic and organizations with research capacity for those
communities who have demonstrated success and sustainability for their
programs in order to collect data to support their effectiveness or find
areas for improvement. These types of partnerships could significantly
increase the evidence that programs are working to create healthier
environments and communities throughout West Virginia.
c. Policy, systems, and environment changes are the primary outcomes of Try This
at the community level. Create opportunities to incorporate the discussion of
policy, systems and environment changes as a focus of Try This projects, and
connect them specifically to CDC recommended environmental strategies to
reduce obesity and chronic disease. While aware that Try This sessions should be
in plain language, many multi-year communities and conference attendees are
asking for “next steps: including potential sessions on community development,
policy, and long-term planning. Help train communities in strategies to evaluate
the effectiveness of their PSE changes.
d. Finally, overall, sessions on how evaluation can be used positively throughout
your project such as developing evaluation measures, how to use evaluation to
enhance planning, assess success, and planning for the long term could enhance
the multi-year Try This experience.
2. Volunteers were mentioned throughout data collection for the evaluation. Although
almost unanimously, people were happy to be affiliated with Try This, and found it very
rewarding, they almost equally expressed the potential for volunteer burnout.
a. People were willing to contribute their time and energy to support Try This, but
expressed feeling overstretched.
b. Some recommendations that emerged from the evaluation process have been
discussed and implemented with Try This staff. For instance, statewide steering
committee members were contacted to enquire about their continuing interest
in serving and there have been discussions about potential time limits to serve
on the statewide steering committee and how to engage new members.
c. Other volunteers expressed wanting more autonomy in things like the content of
their conference presentations, and executing tasks following instruction from
Try This staff. One recommendation involves engaging new presenters for
conference presentations and allowing veteran participants to either step back
or suggest new ideas for presentations related to the changing needs secondfifth year conference attendees. This would allow for a fuller range of
experiences, including continuing to celebrate the successes of new grantees,
while allowing conference attendees to see the possible trajectory of their
projects by highlighting the possibilities for growth (such as second stage
grantees, networks, etc).
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3.

4.

5.

6.

d. Finally, evaluation participants indicated that they would like to see enhanced
recognition of Try This volunteers for the tremendous amount of work that they
put into Try This.
Use the conference as an opportunity to discuss frankly the potential barriers, the
experienced barriers, and how communities used barriers as an opportunity in a more
concerted way. While barriers are sometimes discussed in breakout sessions, by asking
presenters to specifically talk about how they overcame challenges, or did not overcome
them, it could be a learning experience for the attendees, and allow them to see
challenges as a critical learning experience that can have positive outcomes.
One potential way to address many of these needs is to extend the conference an
additional day or days. Although it is understood that many people would have difficulty
traveling to the conference for multiple days, a longer conference, or one in which there
is a day to incorporate more “advanced” sessions for multi-year attendees, or a separate
track for veteran participants would accommodate some of the frustrations expressed in
the evaluation while allowing the main conference to remain focused on getting
communities energized and
motivated to make changes.
Example of Incorporating Youth and the Arts
Youth were considered an
I have been working with a middle school teacher on murals in
important component of the
our community and partnered with her class to design the active
overall Try This vision by
mural. She has created an after school art club so that we can
continue working on community murals with her students. We
evaluation participants. Although
were actually gifted a small donation from a community member
youth are encouraged to
that happened to see us working on the mural. He said he wants
participate, Try This may consider
the money to go toward more murals and positive projects in
town. We have also built a relationship with the city Public Works
strategically engaging youth in a
crew who built and installed our bike arch. We have created so
more concerted way across the Try
many partners throughout this process that the relationships will
This structure, including the
allow us to sustain these projects even after our grant is
statewide steering committee,
complete. Many more creative ideas organically arose from
working on these projects and we believe this is just the beginning
conference planning, more
of what is possible in our city. The support and excitement from
conference sessions focused on
the community has been wonderful and inspiring.-- Online Survey
youth initiatives, reviewers of
Participant
youth-focused grants, and
opportunities for leadership. Also,
perhaps leadership training for adults who want to mentor youth groups as a part or Try
This.
Finally, many expressed the desire to integrate the arts into Try This projects and
sessions and would like to see some examples of how this has been done well. This is not
inconsistent with environmental changes.

Communication strategies
1. Website- As discussed in the online resources section of the report, most people liked the
format of the website and found it to be a useful tool, however, several others found the
website hard to navigate and found it difficult to find specific information. Specifically,
streamlining the front page, including making the Introduction to Try This page easy to
locate, and a site index.
2. Facebook- the Facebook group was also viewed positively overall.
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a. Although not large in number, some survey respondents indicated that they did
not use the Facebook group because they found the content too political.
b. Strategies to improve promotion of the Facebook page should be considered.
Among the online survey respondents, 184 of 346 did not use the Facebook, 21%
did not use social media at all, and 1% tried it but did not find it useful.
3. Most evaluation participants were in favor of a quarterly newsletter, videos, and blogs as
a communication tool for what is happening in Try This. If youth are more strategically
engaged, the preferred social media outlets to communicate across Try This may evolve.
4. Overall, it is recommended that Try This articulate a succinct answer to the question,
“What is Try This?” that can be shared with partners and participants.
5. A general area for opportunity is communicating the role of Try This in community
projects. Although Try This is viewed as a mechanism by which communities can fund
local projects and engage local organizations and sponsors, and does not demand top
billing as a funding sponsor, they should consider ways to improve brand recognition
across the state. Hand in hand with this, communities could utilize additional support in
understanding how to market their programs in their communities. Although some
communities are really good at self-promotion, others struggle. A potential solution to
this would be to develop a Try This “press pack” that would include:
a. A statement of what Try This is, how it supports local communities, and how local
activities are connected to a statewide effort that can be easily communicated,
as well as tips for recognizing other sponsors, partners, and collaborators
b. An example of a press release in which Try This and other sponsors are
acknowledged that can be replicated for local media outlets
c. Tips for planning a social media campaign, including designated a community
member to lead the effort
d. An example of a flyer, or other advertisements with Try This recognized as a
sponsor
e. A downloadable Try This logo for communities to use on advertisements for their
activities
f. Any organizational policies for acknowledging Try This

Mini-grants
Mini-grant recipients and steering committee members had several actionable ideas related to
improving the mini-grant process.
1. In addition to helpers who provide implementation assistance to mini-grant recipients,
consider a designated technical assistance officer, similar to a program officer for federal
grants, who helps specifically with grants reporting, management, and budgetary
questions.
2. Conduct end of grant period discussion with grantees about next steps/sustainability, exit
interview.
3. Building on the suggestions for the conference, include more information about policy,
systems, and environment changes in the grant process including specific questions
about PSE changes in the report. This will help to more accurately report the PSE impact
of Try This at an organizational level.
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4. Assess the Be a Good Example contracts---did they implement and maintain changes?

Ideas to consider
1. As described above, consider a longer conference in order to help participants feel less
rushed and to expand session offerings for veteran participants without damaging the
integrity of the core of Try This as a mechanism to engage new communities, to highlight
do-able projects, and to celebrate individual community successes.
2. As Try This grows it will be necessary to either streamline the focus of Try This and/or
find additional funding to support more staff and new projects/incubator projects.
3. Don’t forget recognition. Although Try This does an excellent job of making communities
feel supported and promoting their good work, consider ways to specifically recognize
the good works of communities, volunteers, and staff. Try This works hard, create an
opportunity outside of the conference to celebrate. Consider creating awards for
outstanding advocates or communities.
4. Include evaluation in the strategic planning process, to ensure the evaluation aligns with
stated goals of Try This. There is an opportunity to assess Try This as an applied public
health model that is unique and could potentially contribute to the science of
community-level public health interventions. Although assessment and evaluation should
primarily focus on community-level changes, there are opportunities to partner more
closely with academic institutions, local health departments, organizations, and primary
care clinics to assess the impact of Try This on other levels of the social-ecological model
including individual health decisions, close interpersonal networks, and the impact of
policy.
5. Over the course of the evaluation process, an idea was repeated that we believe would
both support the Try This mission, allow for community recognition, strengthen
statewide partnerships, and potentially promote the dissemination of evidence-based
programs. Across statewide partners, (specifically, Jessica Wright of the West Virginia
Bureau for Public Health, Health Promotion and Chronic Disease and Drema Mace, public
health leader), the idea to develop a Healthy Community of Excellence Designation
program emerged. This would be a tiered designation program in which communities
conducted first a self-assessment, then a review of programs to see if communities meet
a set of criteria (jointly agreed) that support health and wellness. Such a designation
program would allow for communities to be recognized for their hard work and their
contribution to changing the culture of health in WV. Consider partnering with statewide
partners to implement such a program.
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On the Horizon
Moving into the next three year strategic planning for Try This, several initiatives are on the
horizon.

Second Stage Grants
In 2016, Try This introduced Second Stage grants. These larger Second Stage grants ($5,000 $15,000) require five community partners and ask communities to think bigger- bigger projects,
regional or state reach, and bringing in more collaborators. Second Stage grants continue to
focus on policy, systems, and environment changes and grantees receive training in evaluation
and measuring outcomes.

Connecting Health and Economic Development
Many Try This projects have components of economic development and community value added.
Sustainable markets that use local sourcing, opportunities for job and skills training, writing and
managing grants, increasing visitors to local venues for events, creating opportunities for youth
to participate in markets and develop practical workforce skills, and creating jobs or positions are
potential ways in which Try This can help shape economic development in WV. In 2016, Try This
introduced second stage grants, sponsored in part by the Appalachian Regional Commission and
asked applicants to make the focus at least in part, on economic development outcomes. Try This
introduced Web content that highlights ways to support community economic development and
co-sponsors the Good Jobs conference, for creating a healthy sustainable workforce in WV.

Policy
Try This, in response to needs identified in the community, began offering conference sessions
and created Website content reflecting “how-to” change policy, large and small. Policies could
be organizational, local, or at the state level. They also included a workshop on running for office
for those who want to become policy makers, themselves.
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Appendix A: Try This Origin Story
When Try This began in 2013, Co-Founder Stephen Smith was in his first year as director of West
Virginia Healthy Kids and Families. He had recently finished a statewide listening tour, asking
people what Healthy Kids could do for them.
"Over and over again we [Healthy Kids and Families] were hearing, 'We know there is
an obesity problem [in West Virginia], we know our kids aren't healthy, we wish we
had knew what to do about it.’”
At the same time, Charleston Gazette reporter Kate Long just finished a national awardwinning 73-story series that focused on West Virginians who were creating local healthycommunity projects to counter the obesity epidemic, called The Shape We’re In. West
Virginia had consistently been in the spotlight. It pretty much held the top spot on all of
the worst health lists. The declining health, economic and social conditions in West
Virginia led to what seemed like hopeless and insurmountable health disparities. But
unlike past stories of health in West Virginia, Kate’s series highlighted the innovative
ways West Virginians were fighting this epidemic in their local communities, essentially
shifting the discussion from negativity to one of positive solutions.
“As I went around West Virginia, I found dozens of wonderful local projects. But I also found
that the people who were running them didn’t know about each other, so they couldn’t help
each other and inspire each other. People felt alone in what they were doing. I found myself
connecting people from different communities, saying, ‘Oh, you need to see what the people
in Marlinton are doing,’ things like that. I wanted all these people to meet each other and
trade ideas and inspire each other. In many cases, they weren’t sure what they could do or, if
they had an idea, they weren’t sure how to do it. So I wanted to connect them to how-to
information too and a menu of possible projects they could do.”
Kim Tieman of the Benedum Foundation said, “You guys need to meet.” The Benedum
Foundation agreed to pay for a Web site.
“Kim Tieman gave me a list of possible organizations that might host the website, and
Healthy Kids and Families was the first one I tried. I talked with Stephen and that was the
beginning of it.
The Web site featured hundreds of project ideas, illustrated by West Virginia examples. It
took 18 months to complete www.trythiswv.com.
“The West Virginia examples are really important. They counteract the thing you
often hear that, well, these things might work well in Pennsylvania, but not
necessarily here.”- Kate Long
Kate and Stephen agreed that Healthy Kids and Families should not try to do this on their own, so
they pulled together people from about 20 West Virginia organizations that were working on
chronic disease prevention. They all agreed that it was worth trying, and went from there. These
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partners formed a statewide steering committee that would guide the Try This mission and goals
and Kate and Stephen acted as the administrative leads, for the day to day operations and
oversight, under the umbrella of WV Healthy Kids and Families.
"When we first started Try This, all the original steering committee members offered their
area of expertise to form a partnership. We had no idea if our plan was going to be
successful. It was almost like, let's throw it to the wall and see what sticks. A lot more stuck
than we anticipated, and it grew like wildfire." -Jamie Jeffrey, Director KEYS 4HealthyKids
and founding partner
It quickly expanded.
“It was a coalition of organizations that already had their wheels rolling statewide. We
would never have been able to get off the ground the way we have if we had not had West
Virginia University extension, the West Virginia Community Development Hub, the Office of
Child Nutrition, the Bureau for Public Health, the social workers. When you combine all the
Try This partners and the people they reach, that’s an enormous reach around the state." Kate Long
The steering committee decided to have a conference to launch the Web site and bring people
together to meet each other and share ideas. The 2014 conference focused on sharing stories of
success: a series of “shout-outs” from communities who successfully ran healthy community
programs and 40 workshops, all led by West Virginians. The workshops and shout-outs
illustrated how to replicate successes in multiple communities. The conference allowed for and
encouraged people to connect locally and across communities to share ideas and leader from
one another.
“We hoped 150 people might come, and more than 400 showed up.” - Kate Long
The steering committee also agreed that Try This would raise money to offer mini-grants to help
local people get started on their own projects. These mini-grants were intended to help
communities kick-start their ideas, to encourage them to collaborate with partners (three were
required to apply), and to look for ways to leverage resources and create sustainable plans for
the future. Grant writing became a "how to" at the conference. Statewide steering committee
members signed up to review applications, and some eventually became helpers (advisors) for
grantees, providing technical support, troubleshooting, and ideas. That first year, they hoped for
15 applications. They got 46. Stephen scrambled to find more money for funding.
"I think about that. Sitting at my desk, on that day, watching this stack of papers pile up. So,
what we did, because we didn't have nearly enough money to fund 46 projects, so we went
back to a lot of our partners… this really, really strong group of statewide partners. We had
the heads of agencies literally at the table…So in [a] 10 day span between when we got the
applications, and when we all met, we raised another 30 or so thousand dollars from our
partners... and so we ended up funding 42 projects the first year. $82,500 dollars." - Stephen
Smith
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Although Try This has evolved and grown over the last few years, the Website and Facebook, the
conference, and the mini-grants remain the pillars of the movement. Kate and Stephen will
humbly ask that this part of the story not focus on them, but rather on the idea. However, across
interviews with stakeholders the story is the same and it cannot be told without these two
committed individuals at the center.
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Appendix B: Try This Organizational Model
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Appendix C: Milestones
TRY THIS MILESTONES 2013-2016
When asked what the accomplishments for Try This were 2013-2016, leaders pointed to these
activities. Try This has:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Built a network of community activists in 48 of the state’s 55 counties
Given out 206 mini-grants (totaling $338,000- only the first two years are addressed in this report) to local teams
for projects that expand local opportunities for physical activity and healthier food (this evaluation contains
information on grants awarded in the first two years only).
Created a Website that provides how-to information about hundreds of possible community projects
Held four annual conferences at West Virginia Wesleyan that brought together hundreds of local communities
Held eleven regional meetings leading to a variety of local and regional projects
“Incubated” a statewide healthy-faith network, WV Healthy Bodies Healthy Spirits
“Incubated” a statewide network of parents who want to create healthier schools
Assembled a steering committee that includes representatives of:
KEYS 4HealthyKids
WV Office of Child Nutrition
Wellness Council of West Virginia
Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation
WV Healthy Kids and Families
WVU Extension Service
West Virginia Association of Counties
WV Dept. of Education
WV Bureau of Public Health, Division of Health Promotion and Chronic Disease
West Virginians for Affordable Health Care
WV Food and Farm Coalition
Mingo County Diabetes Association
Linwood Alive, Pocahontas County
WVU School of Public Health
Greenbrier Valley Health Alliance
WVU Assistant Vice President for Education Partnerships
The Future of Nursing, WV
WV Development Office
Center for Rural & Community Health, WV School for Osteopathic Medicine
Active Southern WV
WV Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
American Friends Service Committee
WV Community Development Hub VISTA
Pleasants County
Collaborated with over 300 community partners
Created a multi-platform social media presence, including Facebook, Pinterest, and YouTube
Community economic development included adding staff. Try This has three full-time employees, two
AmeriCorps volunteers and a part-time employee.
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Appendix D: Evaluation Framework, Social Ecological Model
Key to social transformation is to build relationships, to bring people together across community,
county, and regional lines, to overcome sometimes generational and cultural stereotypes to work
toward a common goal. – ACEH Youth Radio Project Final Evaluation Report, World Health
Organization, 2009
The social ecological framework allows for understanding of the interplay individual choices and
control, relationships with close family and friends, community context and resources, and the
greater context of West Virginia culture, policies, and environment factors that make up the
complex system in which people make decisions about their health. Using this framework, the
team sought to understand
how well Try This is meeting
their goals, if they are
building the infrastructure to
build and sustain community
efforts to support health,
and if there are unexpected
things happening as a result
of Try This. Although
represented in the diagram
as embedded spheres of
influence, the impact of Try
This on each level can be
bidirectional, related, and
rarely occur in isolation. 1, 1314

Individual level
At the individual level, we assessed the extent to which Try This, by supporting community
transformation in the context of building and sustaining communities had a perceived direct and
indirect impact on personal transformation. In essence, did the ACT of participating in
community transformation create an opportunity for personal transformation (as perceived by
the respondents to the survey and interviewees). Specifically, we asked Try This participants and
partners to help us understand if Try This helped them to build skills and capacity including
leadership and confidence, build and maintain personal support networks (related to healthier
communities), personal health practices and beliefs, and a personal sense of hope and inspiration
as a result of Try This.
Interpersonal
Developing interpersonal relationships are central to mission of Try This, and simultaneously, is a
strategy to unlock and leverage resources not accessible to individuals alone. Building networks
of individuals who can start to develop collective capacity, and count on one another to share
ideas and problem solve lay a foundation for the robust exchange of social capital, reciprocity,
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that comes from interconnected social networks. The interpersonal social networks of immediate
family members, friends, workplace co-workers, and any other significant relationships identified
by participants on whom they rely on for personal support and resources, and whose decisions or
actions directly affect their lives are a key part of the culture that either support or create
challenges to health decision making.
Community Level- FOCUS of Try This
Try This centers on community transformation. Within the context of this evaluation, we focus on
how community transformation occurs within the context of a desire to build and sustain healthy
communities. This process starts with a shared understanding of health, and a vision for a healthy
space, creating opportunities, or culture within communities, including the belief that change can
happen, and the hope and inspiration to make it happen. This shared vision of health is both
created and reinforced throughout the process of community transformation. The evaluation
assesses four areas of community building supported by Try This, including building collective
skills and capacity, improving access to shared resources, building networks of partners, and
mobilization/collective action. The Try This efforts related to sustaining community focuses on
accessing networks/a sense of reciprocity, leveraging resources, cooperation by community
leaders to reduce barriers and offer support for community health initiatives, and creating
community cohesion (or a sense of belonging/increased sense of community).
Cultural Level
Overarching each of these levels, is the overall community culture and again, the extent to which
communities share a vision of health and how that vision is reinforced by the social culture within
which we exist. The lines between community transformation and social change in the greater
culture often overlap and contribute to one another. Sustained changes in policies, systems, and
environment may be a result of collective action by community members or laws and policies
may create the context within which local leaders create health related policy and access to
resources. Specifically, the evaluation of Try This looked closely at the impact of changes in
physical activity and food access environments. Policy and systems changes were not a focus of
the three year goals assessed in this evaluation, but they are briefly discussed as a part of the
mini-grant reporting process IF they were mentioned by the mini-grant team as an outcome of
their project. (PSE is described in more detail in Appendix E.)
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Appendix E: Methodology
Methodology
The evaluation was conducted using multiple source material and mixed (qualitative and
quantitative) methods through the lens of the social ecological model framework as they relate
to building and sustaining health communities. Throughout this evaluation report, we will utilize
the source material in two ways. Our primary information source is a Try This online survey and
in depth interviews with community members and stakeholders created specifically for this
evaluation. Our secondary sources of information come from the documents routinely collected
by Try This staff including, conference evaluation summaries, mini-grant applications and reports,
other documents and reports shared with the evaluation team, and direct observations by the
evaluation team. This was a participatory research evaluation. The evaluation team participated
in Try This activities to become familiar with the facets of Try This and as a result were able to
have many informal conversations with Try This participants. Also, the Try This staff were
involved in the evaluation process. They provided iterative feedback on the process and were
consulted on appropriate questions, data collection methods, reporting and dissemination of
findings. Finally, the Try This team conducted member checks with all spotlight stories included in
the report to make sure they accurately reflected the community experience. All methods were
approved by the West Virginia Institutional Review Board.

Online Survey
The evaluators, in partnership with Try This staff and a statewide steering committee member,
developed an online survey intended to assess the personal and perceived community-level
impact of Try This across all
three components (mini-grants,
conference, and online
resources- again through the SC
and SEM framework). The
survey was pilot tested with
community members for ease
of use, flow, understanding of
the questions, and relevance to
their experience with Try This.
The survey was emailed to
approximately 3500 people
(accounting for known
duplicates) who voluntarily
signed up to be on a Try This
mailing list. Three reminders to
complete the survey were
emailed over a 5 week period.
Evaluators also collected
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surveys at the 2017 annual conference at an exhibit table. Participants had to be at least 18 years
of age and were eligible for a drawing for incentives valued from $10-$200 of West Virginia made
goods or gift cards to locally owned businesses. The survey had a total of 50 questions, but
depending on the level of involvement of the respondent, not all were necessarily displayed. The
survey took 10-40 minutes to complete. The results of the survey are discussed at length
throughout the findings section of the evaluation report. Three hundred forty-six people
participated in the survey. Forty-eight of 55 counties were represented. The table below
indicates how participants were affiliated with Try This.

Affiliation

Count

Attended a conference

185

Attended a regional meeting

106

Attended a Try This presentation or workshop at another event (not the
conference)

61

Uses website

168

Uses Facebook group

125

On a mini-grant team

104

On the Statewide Steering Committee

20

Funder of Try This

11

In a community with a Try This project

115

Casual observer

58

Work for Try This

4

No idea what Try This is

18

Key Stakeholder/Community Member Interviews
Community members who received mini-grants between 2014-2016 and key stakeholders were
identified by Try This staff for in-depth interviews. Participants in the community interviews
were asked if there were other members of their community that the evaluation team should
speak to, and if others were identified, they were contacted to see if they would like to
participate. Interviews included structured questions related to the key constructs of community
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building and community support (SC and SEM). Interviews were recorded and later transcribed
for accuracy. When possible, evaluators also observed the "products" of the mini-grant project in
the field. Evaluation team interviewers and (when present) note-takers were encouraged to
document their observations about the interview/conversation, thoughts and feelings, and the
communities they visited. The transcripts and audio files were reviewed by four members of the
evaluation team using directed content analysis to identify themes and categories. Themes and
categories were compared across evaluation team members until a consensus was reached on
the results. In total, 23 people were interviewed including 9 statewide or regional stakeholders,
and 14 community members. Results for the interviews are discussed in the findings section of
this report.
Statewide Stakeholder Survey
Twenty statewide stakeholders, including statewide steering committee members and key
partners were identified by Try This staff to complete an online survey. The survey was emailed
to potential respondents, with two reminder emails. Four stakeholders completed the survey.
Mini-Grant Applications and Reports
The evaluation team used a document analysis to assess the mini-grant application process and
individual project outcomes. The analysis included grant applications, memorandums of
understanding (that outlined revised goals and objectives from grant application reviewers), midyear and final reports, and a final leveraging report collected and created by Try This staff. The
mini-grants represented in this report cover three grant cycles from 2014-2016. Ten mini-grant
projects were selected for a full analysis based on the availability of complete documentation of
the entire process. There were changes in the content of some of the applications from year to
year making comparison across years difficult. Evaluators used a directed content analysis to
assess the following: environmental strategies that align with Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and Institute of Medicine (IOM) recommendations to address obesity,
dimensionality in goals and objectives, capacity and skills, leveraging resources, building
collaboration, engagement, sustainability, and mobilization. Additional analysis was conducted
using the MOU's and leveraging reports to assess the overall application of CDC/IOM strategies,
and general counts of community partners engaged, leveraged resources, and plans for
sustainability.
Conference Evaluations
Conference evaluation summaries for three years (2014-2016) are included within the report.
Conference evaluations are collected for each session offered at the conference and an overall
evaluation at the conclusion of the meeting. These are collected by Try This staff/volunteers. The
evaluation team used original conference summary sheets by session (when available) and
reports produced for funders and staff for planning purposes to assess themes and categories of
statements for the open-ended questions, and overall scores based on capacity building, skills,
inspiration and ideas, and building networks/collaborations.
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Other Source Material
Finally, the evaluation team utilized other documentation provided by Try This staff, such as
three year goals, a roadmap to replication created for other states who want to build a Try This,
articles, blog posts, the website and social media, conference schedules, and others along with
direct observations by the evaluation team to round out the context within which Try This
operates.
What is NOT included
Try This is an ever-evolving entity, therefore, the evaluation team made strategic decisions about
which components to include in this evaluation report. Although we were not able to include ALL
things that Try This supports, we recognize that future evaluations will need to consider a deeper
look at several areas. This includes, mini-grant helpers, second stage grants, other forms of
media, and incubator projects. This evaluation does not include a detailed analysis of the policy
environment within which local communities and collective organizations and agencies may have
the greatest impact, and what Try This partner organizations are already doing in the area of
policy and systems changes, because this data was not specifically collected from mini-grantees.
Future evaluations should include analysis of how Try This expanded its partnerships and
opportunities to support healthy options in communities, such as the Try This for Healthcare
Providers Day offered at the 2017 conference.
Limitations
The possible limitations of the primary data collected and included in this evaluation include that
the respondents self-selected to complete the survey and interviewees were identified by Try
This staff. Although selection bias is possible, both survey respondents and interviewees offered
both praise and constructive comments about how Try This could improve. Also, the sample
sizes, although in-line with other West Virginia online surveys, was limited, therefore, all results
may not be generalizable to the Try This experience. As an evaluation, there was no comparison
group of communities without a Try This project and we were unable to interview communities
who received mini-grant funding in only the first year only to see if they were able to sustain
their project over time. However, these communities were eligible to offer feedback via the
online survey. Finally the evaluation team used several secondary data sources that were
created, collected, and provided by Try This staff who then openly shared all documents that the
evaluation team requested.
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Appendix F: Glossary of Terms
Built environment: Physical structures and landscape that inhibit or support physical activity and
accessibility such as sidewalks, bike lanes/trails, playgrounds, etc.
Capacity: individual talents, skills, access to resources, expertise and knowledge that individuals
bring to the table in a partnership to move from knowledge to action
Cohesion: sense of belonging to community and shared values with others in community
Collective Capacity: combined talents, skills, access to resources, expertise and knowledge that
individuals or communities (collective capacity) bring to the table in a partnership to move from
knowledge to action
Community Transformation: perceived positive changes in the community due in whole or in
part to Try This
Culture of Health: interconnected systems (political, environmental, educational, economic,
healthcare, and social), resources, engagement and collaboration/networks, and a shared vision
and commitment to health that fosters healthy choices, reduces health disparity, and improves
health outcomes in communities
Environmental Strategies: Strategies that are supported by evidence and science that focus on
community level change/PSE that support health decisions, activities, and culture. Within this
report, environmental strategies are represented by those recommended by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention and the Institute of Medicine
Family: the participants' immediate family
Food access: Access to healthy food choices
Food dessert: Locations in which healthy food choices are not easily available, such as rural areas
with only convenience stores within walking distance or reasonable driving distance
Helpers: Statewide steering committee and Try This partners who serve as mentors to new
grantees, offering advice and technical support
Leveraged Resources: Leveraging is the process of amplifying the benefit from an investment or
project by using available resources to obtain additional resources, such that the total effect is
greater than the sum of the parts. Leveraging can involve making new contacts through
networking, growing an existing relationship, receiving in-kind assistance, or obtaining
supplemental funding. Contributions from community members such as manpower hours
(volunteers), financial resources, cultural/human/social (community gatekeepers and key
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informants), political (influence related to policies and procedures) that are not directly
connected to Try This funding, but are procured to support efforts related to a project.
•

Volunteer: Individual or group services provided at no charge for Try This efforts.

•

Labor: Individual or group services that are paid by another organization and provided at
no charge for Try This efforts.

•

Physical/Capital Resources: Contribution of goods or equipment. May include
space/facilities (If the facility is unable to provide an estimate or daily rate,
space/facilities may be estimated based on prices in the open market for an alternative
item that would provide a benefit to your organization equivalent to the contributed
item. If the space/facility will be used for an event, you may calculate a % of open market
prices, say for that day or weekend, based on a monthly or yearly price. The website
www.meetings.com can provide daily open market estimates under the “search for a
meeting space” option).

Mentor: Community members, often former mini-grantees who offer advice and assistance to
other communities who want to replicate their project/environmental strategy.
Mobilization/collective action: the ability of group of like minded individuals and groups with a
common goal to move forward with policy, systems, and/or environment changes, communitylevel behavioral changes to improve conditions and meet the goals of the group
Personal transformation: positive changes that occurred in participants' lives that they attribute
in whole or in part to participating in Try This
Personal skills and capacity: a specific ability developed/utilized or expanded confidence to
complete personal goals attributed in whole or in part to participating in Try This
Personal health: perceived personal health status
Policy, Systems, and Environment from:15,16
(http://www.cookcountypublichealth.org/files/CPPW/PSE%20Change.pdf)
Policy: Policy change includes the passing of laws, ordinances, resolutions, mandates,
regulations, or rules. • Government bodies (federal, state, local level), school districts and
schools, park districts, healthcare organizations (hospitals, health systems), worksites and
other community institutions (jails, daycare centers, senior living centers, faith
institutions) all make policy change. • Policies greatly influence the choices we make in
our lives. Laws that are passed (like workplace policies, school policies) greatly influence
the daily decisions we make about our health. • Examples: Adding a tax on unhealthy
food, passing a law allowing residents to plant community gardens in vacant lots, schools
establishing a policy that prohibits junk food in school fundraising drives.
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Systems: System change involves change made to the rules within an organization.
Systems change and policy change often work hand-in-hand. • Systems change impacts
all elements of an organization. Often systems change focuses on changing infrastructure
within a school, park, worksite or health setting. • Examples: Creating a community plan
to account for health impacts of new projects, creating a certification system for school
bake sales to ensure they are in line with school wellness policy.
Environment: Environmental change is a change made to the physical environment. •
Environmental change can be as simple as installing bike signage on already established
bike routes or as complex as sidewalk installation and pedestrian friendly intersections to
promote walking and biking among its citizens. • Examples: Municipality undertakes a
planning process to ensure better pedestrian and bicycle access to main roads and parks;
community development includes neighborhood corridors with pedestrian
accommodations meeting the needs of seniors (e.g. adequate benches and ramped
sidewalks).
Reciprocity: a willingness to share information, ideas, and resources and the perception that
others will be willing to do the same
Relational networks: networks of immediate family members, friends, workplace co-workers,
and any other significant relationships identified by participants on whom they rely on for
personal support and resources, and whose decisions or actions directly affect their lives
Resources: tangible and intangible financial, human, political, goods and services that can are
available and accessible
Ripples: activities and actions related to a program or initiative. Can be direct impact (What
specific actions or activities were started because of this initiative?) or indirect (how are others in
your community benefiting from the work?) and related to systems and community
transformation (what changes are you seeing in the community's systems and institutions and
organizations?)
Second Stage Grants: Grants available to previous mini-grantees who are ready to advance their
environmental strategy to reach more people, or to significantly enhance their work.
Shared vision of health: shared expectations, commitment to collective action to advance
community health, and a sense that the community is in it together to create healthier
communities
Social networks/partnerships: Network of interpesonal level and community level people and
organizations to whom individuals and groups can rely on for support when needed. "[Social
networks]...are a necessary condition for access to and use of embedded resources..."
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Statewide Steering Committee: Statewide organizational and individual partners, funders, and
Try This staff who are subject matter experts and who guide the mission and goals of Try This.
Workplace/Organization: workplace, volunteer organization, or other place outside the home
where the participant spends a significant amount of time, such that others there have influence.
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Appendix G: Leveraged Resources and Return on Investment
We based calculations of leveraged resources on guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention to grantees. From the CDC spreadsheet to grantees, here are the definitions of leveraged
resources:
Leveraging is the process of amplifying the benefit from an investment or project by using available
resources to obtain additional resources, such that the total effect is greater than the sum of the parts.
Leveraging can involve making new contacts through networking, growing an existing relationship,
receiving in-kind assistance, or obtaining supplemental funding.
This includes:
Partner contribution
Donation or resource
from a partner
organization to
enhance activities.

Other Federal
Dollars
Funding from
other federal
agencies,
programs, or
grants to
enhance efforts.

Grants

Volunteer

Labor

Physical Capital/Resources

Funds provided by
an organization via a
proposal or
application

Individual or group
services provided at
no charge for efforts.
Subject matter
experts (SME) may be
included in this
category or in the
labor category, in
which a higher rate
than the average
volunteer time may
be calculated.

Individual or
group services
that are paid
by another
organization
and provided
at no charge
for efforts.
May include
SME in kind
support.

Contribution of goods or
equipment. May include
space/facilities (If the facility is
unable to provide an estimate
or daily rate, space/facilities
may be estimated based on
prices in the open market for
an alternative item that would
provide a benefit to your
organization equivalent to the
contributed item. If the
space/facility will be used for
an event, you may calculate a
% of open market prices, say
for that day or weekend, based
on a monthly or yearly price.
The website
www.meetings.com can
provide daily open market
estimates under the “search
for a meeting space” option).

For the purposes of this report, we used a modified version of leveraged resources that
accounted for in-kind and monetary donations from outside partners/supporters and volunteer
hours calculated at the conservative rate for the corresponding year in 2014 and 2015 from
https://www.independentsector.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Value-of-Volunteer-Time-by-State2001-2016.pdf
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Return on Investment Calculation
Funding

2014-2015
2015-2016
Total

$82,965
$96,779
$179,744

#Funded Monetary
Projects Donations
42
53

$126,283
$324,455
$450,738

In-Kind

$142,702
$170,828
$313,530

Volunteer Hours /
Hourly Rate

Monetary
Value
Volunteers*
19,081/$20.24 p/h
$386,199
48,525/$20.47 p/h
$993,307
67,606
$1,379,506

Return on Investment= (Gains- Investment)/Investment
ROI Try This= [(Monetary Donations+ In-Kind+ Volunteer)-Funding)]/Funding
= [($450,738+$313,530+$1,379,506)-$179,744]/$179,744
= ($2,143,774)-$179,744/$179,744
= $1,964,030/$179,744
= $10.93
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Appendix H: Mini Grant Application Supplemental Documents
Try This Community Check List
Building Blocks for Healthy Communities * Try This West Virginia
© Kate Long 2015

A menu of possible healthy community projects
Get familiar with these choices
The mayor of Sutton once said, “We’d like to do something about childhood
obesity. But we’re not sure what to do, and I don’t know why we should
have to stumble around, trying to find something. Surely, somebody’s been
down this road before. Why can’t somebody just hand us a menu of good
choices?”
Here’s the menu! All these projects are encouraged by the Centers for
Disease Control. All increase physical activity and/or increase access to fresh
food. Research shows that those two things lower the risk of hear disease,
type 2 diabetes and other chronic diseases that plague West Virginia.
Use this checklist to find out how familiar you are with healthy-community projects. Use it in combo with
www.trythiswv.com. Which projects are you familiar with? Which do you need to learn about? It’s a handy-dandy
quick-education-yourself tool. Each item is linked to the appropriate page on www.trythiswv.com . If you aren’t sure
what something is, just click on the link and up will pop a page that can turn you into an instant expert!
Use this menu to get yourself up to speed:
• Fill it out, using the key below.
• Each underlined item is a live link to the corresponding
www.trythiwv.com page. Control + click on the link, and the Try This
page will pop up.
• The first time through, don’t click links. Get baseline on yourself.
Find out: What are you already most familiar with? Where do you need
to read up?
• Your completed menu is a study guide. Study each page and get
familiar.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Key:
I don’t know (or barely know) what this is.
I’ve heard about this activity, but am not sure how to start it or grow it.
I’m familiar with this activity, but cannot yet guide anybody to helpful resources.
I know a lot about this activity, but I’ll read the page to get familiar with more
resources.
5. I’m familiar with a wide range of “how-to” resources for this activity, and I’ve read
the page.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Healthy eating: the community as a whole

Activity

1

2

3

4

5

Notes

1

2

3

4

5

Notes

Start/expand a farmers’
market
Plant community gardens
Get convenience stores to sell fresh produce
Build community greenhouse
Find ways to distribute/package/sell locallygrown foods
Encourage home gardening
Promote food preservation

Feature healthy items in grocery stores
Set up healthy cooking classes
Teach people to read labels and
comparison-shop
Make your food pantries healthier
Encourage breastfeeding

Physical activity: community
Activity

RUNNING/WA
LKING
PROGRAMS

Start/expand a local
running/walking club
Start/expand kids’ running
programs
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Offer challenges and group
competitions to get people
involved
Offer beginning running
classes
Organize a monthly local 5K
Build and connect trails
Build sidewalks to encourage
walking
Map your
walking/running/hiking trails
Start a road biking group
Encourage mountain biking
Put up bike racks in your
community
BIKING PROGRMAS

Encourage bike stores
Adopt a complete streets
policy
Do a walkability/bikeability
assessment
Make a safe biking map
Apply to be a bike-friendly
community
Get people out onto rivers and
lakes

WATER SPORTS

Create watershed association
to protect & promote streams
Open safe public access points
to rivers & lakes
Get a river designated as an
official water trail
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Encourage fishing
Start youth sports league
ACTIVE KIDS PROGRAMS

Add physical activity to
afterschool programs
Create active summer
programs
Organize a Girls on the Run
program

Building a Foundation
Activity

1

2

3

4

5

Notes

Create a healthy community planning group
Create a regular community conversation
Get community development training

Things local officials can do
Activity
Help create a community conversation group
Join or help form a healthy lifestyles
development group
Adopt a complete streets policy
Approve shared- used agreements to use
public buildings/school gyms after hours
Help create public access to rivers and lakes
Support water trail designation
Create bike parking

1

2

3

4

5

Notes
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Make it legal to raise food & small animals in
town
Build sidewalks

Healthy eating in schools
Activity

1

2

3

4

5

Notes

Expand/create a Farm to School program
Create a school gardening program
Build school high tunnel greenhouses
Teach kids how to make healthy food choices
Teach healthy cooking: cook food you raise
Use healthy snacks as teaching tools
Make school meals more nutritious
Provide healthy school breakfast
Pay attention to presentation of school food
Create healthy child care programs

Physical Activity: Schools
Activity

Weave physical activity through
the school-day
Get everyday recess in schools
Start a school wellness program
Organize a Girls on the Run
chapter

1

2

3

4

5

Notes
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Create school walks; run-for-fun
groups; school fitness trails
Get kids jumping rope & other
aerobic activities

Chronic disease prevention
Activity

1

2

3

4

5

Notes

Start a diabetes coalition
Offer anti-diabetes classes at
libraries and public buildings
Create school-based health
centers
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Good questions to ask after choosing projects:
If you answer these questions before writing a grant application, you will avoid problems down the
road. Most funders expect evidence that a group has done this kind of planning.
1. Who is already working on this activity and what are they doing? (e.g. If you want to start
a farmers market, who is already selling by the road? Who is working on healthy diet?
Etc.)
2. Who should be at the planning table and help take first steps? (Think beyond agencies:
individual community members, retired people, churches, service groups, youth groups,
sports groups, local government, Extension … )
3. Who already LOVES this activity? How can we get them involved?
4. Who/what organization will take the lead on this?
5. Where could we carry out this activity?
6. What resources will we need to get started?
7. What groups or people could contribute resources? For each, list what they might
contribute. (If you’ve read your funding guide, you know funders love to see evidence that
you’ve started trying to help yourself. They also want to know there are a range of local
groups supporting this project.)
8. Who will contact these groups about the project?
9. Resources/funding (How much do we think this would cost? What can we get donated?
10. Who will read the Try This funding guide (http://trythiswv.com/funding-yourcommunity-project?
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Set a Good Example

We pledge to set a good example
as part of the Try This West Virginia movement
To make healthy community changes, we will create healthy projects and also set a good example
in food and physical activity.
Food: Which of these goals can your team commit to?
____ At our events, celebrations, and meetings, we will provide healthy alternatives to sugary
drinks, processed packaged food, and fried foods.
____ We want our staff to have healthy options every day. We commit to not purchasing
sugary drinks, pop, candy, potato chips, hot dogs, and other unhealthy foods to have on-hand. We
will find tasty ways to offer more healthy food and drink for our staff and guests.
____ We commit to providing healthy foods through our backpack programs, vending
machines, and/or other special food projects.

Physical Activity: Which of these can your team commit to?
____ During meetings, we will have physical activity breaks every half hour or so. It can be as
simple as letting people get up and stretch for a minute, to get their brains moving and improve
focus and energy level.
____ We commit to helping organize at least one local event to promote physical activity in our
community.
____ We commit to organizing or supporting a free exercise program for our staff, community
or partners (examples: a lunch-time walking club, a running club, a Zumba class, etc.). See the
www.trythiswv.com for hundreds of ways to expand physical activity in your community.
Are there other things you would like to do, to model healthy practices in your community? Please
list them below:
Organization name:
Address:
Organization representative:
E-mail:
Phone #:
___________________________________

______

Organization representative

Date
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Long-Term Planning Sheet
Every project has a deeper, broader goal. When you start a running/walking group, for instance,
you take a step toward the broader goal of making physical activity more easily available in your
community. When you start a healthy backpack program, you’re moving your community toward
the long-term goal of diminishing child hunger.
Identify the deeper, broader goal of your team’s mini-grant project. Write it below:

What other steps could be taken toward that same goal in your community? Example: If you create
a community garden, your larger goal may be making fresh food more available. Other steps might
be:
• Expanding your farmers market.
• Working with the public schools to create a Farm to School program.
• Organizing gardening workshops
• Pulling together a group of local people who want to plan a long-term strategy for
increasing healthy food in the community.
We will keep encouraging you to see your project as part of a long-term process, one step among
many. What are at least three other possible steps toward your broader goal? Your Try This
checklist will help you, and you may think of things that aren’t on the checklist.
1.
2.
3.
Add more if you like.
It’s useful and interesting to think about the three basic ways public health people talk about
long-range healthy lifestyle planning:
• There’s “policy change” – changing government laws or rules. Examples: You might ask
the city council to change your local zoning laws to allow people to raise gardens in town.
Or maybe you’d the school system to adopt a policy of expanding their school breakfast
program.
• They also talk about “systems change” - changing the rules or practices within an
organization or system. An example: our “Set a Good Example” contract. When you’re
looking at “systems change,” you ask questions like: In what ways could organizations
(hospitals, businesses, non-profits, churches, etc.) in your community do a better job of
promoting healthy lifestyles? How can they be encouraged to make a system change
that makes their practices more healthy?
• Finally, public health people talk about “environmental change:” That’s any change you
can see in your community. Examples could be: expanding sidewalks, installing bike
signs, building a new farmers market or hiking trails, etc.
Policy, systems, and environmental change overlap. If you’d like to read more, here’s a great
article.
If you want to brainstorm about your project and its deeper goal, e-mail trythiswv@gmail.com
with your phone number, and we’ll call you!
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